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, The conviction has become very general that the five or six 
books of the ord~nary reading series do not furnish matter enough 
for the first eight years of school life. It is observed that, by 
;:he continuous perusal of one book for a year or more, there is 
a gradual decay of interest in the reading exercise so that it 
becomes a spiritless and profitless mechanism. When several 
grades are seated in one room, this difficulty is intensified, from 
the ' fa~t that a lower class will, from mere listening, become 
acquain+ed with the matter read by an upper class, and so will 
take up the advanced reader with an abated intererest. ' 
It has been proposed, in many quarters, to remedy this assumed 
evil, by making newspapers and magazines the sources of the 
pupils' reading matter. It is claimed that the supply of new 
mafter thus made po~sible will sustain a continuous interest in 
the reading exercis~, an~ will besides cultivate the ability to 
read at sight; that the range of the pupil's information will be 
greatly extended and great additions thus made to the stock of 
useful knowledge. ' 
We think it true beyond question, that our reading books 
do not contain matter enough, especially the lower books of the 
series, where the effort must be to entertain rather than to instruct, ' 
while children are making the transition from spoken to wr,itten' 
language. But we are not , convinced that this evil is as great 
as it is usually assumed to be ;' we are quite sure that if reading 
were intelligentiy taught, the interest of the pupils ~ in a given 
series of lessons might be maintained for an almost indefinite 
period' of tiI!1e. Where reading is made ' a truly in~ell~ctual 
exercise, frequent ,perusal of ,the same matter has ObVlOUS and 
signal advantages; for in this way the style and matter of the ' 
selection ,becomes part and parcel of the pupil's mental furniture. 
':i.·here ~re many persons who t an trace the formation of their 
literary taste .toa continuous re.reading of the selections contained 
in ~dr school readers. . ' 
At ,any ,rate, we d() not belie:ve that a remedy for this evil 
,.::,. . 
should be sought in the newspaper; we think it unfit for use \n 
the schools as a substitute for, reading books. The newspaper 
and the book represent two essentially different types ofintellt1d· 
ual effort. The reading of a real book is a serious occupation; 
it demands a concentration of mental effort that is always 
laborious and sometimes painfuL Here the purpose of reading 
,is to enrich the understanding, to clarify the judgment, ~nd, to' 
cultivate the liter:!!'y taste. For this, time,attention, and reflection 
are necessary; and much must be 'permanently lodged in ,the 
memory. But we read the newspaper for different ends 'and in 
a different manner, We do not 'read to remember, but ',to be 
entertained tor the passing hour ; we do not weigh words and 
sentences with thoughtful care, but skim over paragraphs and 
columns in an eager hunt after what has only a passing interest. 
So far as the ends of culture are concerned, the newspaper is a 
dissipation, if not an evil. The evil exists in the fact that we 
grow into the habit of reading books just as we read the news-
paper. We can tolerate a , thin volume that makes but slight 
demands upon our attention; but it has become an almost \ 
ins~pportable burden to read books upon topics, which require 
laborious thinking, especially if the vol~mes are large or many. " 
It now requires rare heroism to attack and conquer a work ill 
five volumes. The call for abridgements, "primers," "half·hour" 
series, etc., sufficiently indicates the effect of newspaper reading 
. upon the popular taste; and the introduction of the newspaper 
into the public school would intensify an evil which 'we think 
threatens to corrupt the literary habit. • 
Teaching ought to be an intellectual occupation. Teachers 
should maintain the highest type of the intellectual life. To 
teach should be to inspire; but an inspiration, to be communi-
cated, must first be felt by him who would occasion it, The 
teacher, Fontenelle says, shoul<;l labor to render himself useful. 
He should awaken the intellectual life in his pupils, shoul4 for a 
time foster it; but should finally abandon the learner to his self-
activities. An eager desire to know is always a mark of good 
teaching ability'; and this craving for knowledge is always ac;so ~ 
ciated with a love for good books. The real teacher will be a 
reader of good books; ' and he will buy boaks for the same reason 
that he buys flour anci meat. Aliment is as essential for the 
maintenance ,of intellectual .life an'd health, as of the physical. 
And the teacher should feel it as humiliating to depend on bol'- , 
rowed books as upon borrowed garments. 
The real teacher will have a library. It need not be large; 
and, to be really hdpful, perhaps i't ought not to be large. Every 
teacher m·ay buy five books a year, and if these be wisely selected, 
even a few years will bring him afl ~he reaHy valuable books of 
the purely professional type. Of course such books should form 
only one section of a teacher's library. The teacher must first 
be a ~t~ldent, a scholar; and to this end, he must have books in 
the several departments of literature. But even here; the'really 
helpful and essential books ate few, and they are within tl'ie reach 
of all teachers who really desire them. ' The impot:t@.t pbillb is _ 
to begin to buy the, best books very early, ab~ then to c(J)ntinue 
buying them at proper intervals. , If a teac;:ber ,is co~sdo\lIi of a 
. , ' 
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lack of zeal in intellectual pursuits, let him buya good book for 
the ,express purpose of being aroused from his mental torpor. If 
he is already a zealous student, let him continue to buy books 
for the purpose of sustaining his intellectual progress. 
, Requests not un frequently come to us for lists of books suitable 
for teachers' libraries; and we have promised to communi-
cate some information on this subject through the columns of 
the WEEKLY. On this occasion we have in view the needs of the 
ordinary teacher, and particularly of those who are just beginning 
to collect books relating to their special art. The ten books 
mentioned below will of themselves constitute an invaluable 
teachers' ltbrary. Doubtless the whole set may be bought for 
'1-4.00; probably for less. Our advice to the individual teacher 
is to buy only one or two at a time, as number I; 4 and 9; 2 
and 7; S 'and 8; 3 and 10. Possibly this list may commend 
itself more fully to our readers if we state the fact that it has been 
made up from more than two hundred titles of the choic,est books 
on education. 
I. The Cycl(lp(1Jdia of Education. E. Steiger & Co.: New 
York, 1877-$S;00. To teachers, t.his book is second in impor-
tance only to the dictionary. It is a true dictionary of all the 
most important topics relatidg to education. 
:1. Laurie's Primary Im/ruction. London,1874-$'l.50' This 
,we think to be th~ best book on elementary instruction, in the 
English language.. But its full value will be revealed only to 
those who are willing to do vigorous thinking. It is to be,studied 
rather than read. ' 
3· Quick's Educational Reformers. Robert Clark & Co.: Cin-
cinnati, 1879-$2.00. As an intlOduction to one of the chief 
phases of educational history, this book is of the very highest 
interes~ and value. In its judgments it is impartial, candid, and 
trustworthy. Its most important articles are: Ascham, MOlltaigne, 
Ratich; Milton; Comenius; Locke; Rousseau; Basedow; Pes-
talozzi; Jacotot;. Herbert Spencer. 
4· Page's Theory and Practice ,of 7 eaching. A. S. Barnes & 
Co.: New York-$I.So. In its treatment of subjects, this book 
is purely empirical; but there is proCably no better book for 
those wh9 come to the work of teaching without any special 
preparation, and need the plain precepts and counsels of an in, 
~omparable guide. David,P. Page is one of the fore~ost ~ames 
in American pedagogy. 
5· Currie's Common SchOol Education, London-$2.So This 
book covers the whole field of ordinary practical school work. 
It occupies a middle ground between the purely theoretical and 
purely practical treatises on education. 
6. Donaldson'r Lecfutes on Education. Edinburgh, 187S-
'1.40. This is an interesting and trustworthy resume of modern 
educational progress. The topics are as follows: Education in 
Prussia; Education in England; Aim of Primary Education; 
Relation of Universities to the working Classes; The Science of 
Education. 
7. Bardeen's Common School Law. Syracuse, N. Y.-$o·so. 
This little book sets forth the teacher's rights and powers as .de· 
fined by common school law. The intrinsic importance of the 
subject is very great, and informatio!l of great value is given in 
a very accessible form. • 
8. Calkins' Primary Objeet Lessons. Harper & Bros.: New 
york-$I.I7, . Of the almost numberless books on object tellch-
ing, we ' think this the best. The primary teachell will derive 
much valuable instruction from this ~anUal' . 
9. K!nnedy's tke Sclwo! and the Family. Harper & Bros. : 
I ' 
New York-$r .00. This book expounds and applies the princi-
ples of school and family government with great clearness and 
force. It is worthy of wide reading and study. 
IO. Huntingtol'1.'s Unconscious 7uition. Syracuse, N. Y.-$.IS 
This is an essay of incomparable value. It is a true educational 
cl!lssic, and its doctrines should be, pondered by every thought-
ful teacher. 
We have quoted prices from the educational catalogue of Rab-
ert Clark & Co., Cincinnati, Ohio; and we assume that our 
readers may obtain these books of the above named publishers 
at catalog rates. 
THE DEAD LANGUA,GES DYING. 
WHEN a mansion receives new furniture, some of the most unserviceable of the old stock (which was good ~nd us~ful 
in its -day) must be stow·ed away in the garrets to make room for 
. the better. In cur schools something like this is taking place. 
The old ways of teaching reading through spelling, and' spelling , 
'\ hrough oral naming of the letfers, instead of writing, and the 
teaching of dead languages to the neglect of living ones, are be- ' 
ing changed rapid~y, and with immense increase of the efficiency 
of the schools. A writer in a French paper gives, in sprightly 
French style, a mock -lame~t over the disuse of Latin, and the 
substitution of the Vernacular, in the inaugural addresses by new-
ly-elected members of the University of Letters-(an institution, 
by the by, which English speaking nations should establish..-if 
only to deal intelligentiyand authoritatively with the looming ' 
q:Jestion of Spelling Reform). 
The Frenchman begins with a line 01 the old Latin, "Et nunc, 
volmte lectore, mt:erore conleetus, mortem i1ifalldam cdebrabo." 
(And now, if it please the reader, I will, oppressed with sadness, 
tell of a shocking death). ,"I would drop one tear, in the language 
of Cicero itself, over this decease of the poor Latin discourse, al-
though we cannot call it premature. It has been suffering long. It 
is now gone at a gasp, couic. It has followed the Latin verses to 
the tomb. Thev went some time ago. Once they took the first 
honors. It was'so in our own University days. Then they ex· 
empted you from conscription, !lnd doubtless there are some men 
yet treading the pavements of Paris, whose lives escaped a risk 
through their having learned Latin. It's all over now. Next 
they will abolish the dead-language harangue which an unlucky. 
professor has to deliver at the University examinations. 
"But I must take back t~at phrase 'unlucky professor.' For 
he was sure of the bravos, and just because he was using Latin. 
People want to appear as if they understood this; and so they 
cheer. I remember hearing a mamma saying one day to her 
husband at aa examination, 'Eugene doesn't cheer. Is it worth 
while to pay two hundred franc.; for him ?" 
,"Hereafter it will require some nicety to determine when arid 
wh~re to put in a bravo. , They used to be regulated by mere 
intervals, cl-ock wise. The orators will have a better chance now, 
h~ever, at the questions of the day. It ~as not so easy to han-
dle them in Latin. I remember, beil{g at the distribution at the 
Sorbonne one day; when Abd, el-Kader was there, and the orator 
worked in an allusion pretty well . Abd-el·Kader, heri hostis, nunc 
hospes, etc. If it were not for this abolition of t~e Latin dis-
course we might have heard this year, very probably, ' sometlHng 
like 'Nbrdenskioldus, qut non stelit ubi dejiciebat orbis,' etc., wno 
did not stand~here the globe slopes off-(at the slipping off place) 
I feel regretful for Norden~kioldus." 
. ~ 
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THE LIBRARY. 
NEW nOOKS RECEIVED. 
ONE HUNDRED CHOICE SELECTIONS IN POETRY AND PROSE. No. 18, 
published by P. Garret & Cu., P hiladelphia and Chicago. Paper, 30 cents . 
THE SPELLING R EFORM QU ESTION DISCUSSED. By E. Ii. Watson, New 
York : ~The Authur; ' PublIshing G)mpany. PIC : , 25 cents . P ~p . pp. 86. 
CLASS BOOK IN ORATORY. A Complete Drill B ,ok for Practice of the 
Principles 01 Vucal Pllysiology, and for Acquiring the Art of Elucution and 
Oratory, Comprising all the Essential Elements of Vvcal D elivery and 
Gestures with the later Selections for Public R~c l t ,I" for. S~huo ls, Colkges, 
the Pulpit Private Learners, Elocutioni<t" and Public Readers. By i .llen 
A. Griffith, A. M. Chicago: Central B 10k Cuncern , 1880 $1.50. . 
Rhetorical ·Method. A concise treatment of the topics bJonging to R itetoric 
and Composition, prepared lor u, e in Sc~uol s and Ac~d"mie; . By H enry 
W. Jameson ; B. A., Instructor In St. LoUIS Central High School. .St. LO:.!ls: 
G. I. Jones & Co.· New York : A. S. Barnes & Co . 8vo. PP . 107. I n-
troduction price, 50 cts. 
This is a skillfully made synopsis or condensation of the whole 
subject or rhetoric, and \\::ill be found exactly the book wanted 
for short t ourses, while it may be used ill longer ones. The 
cbapter on pun'ctuation is positivel y bad, both in its rules and in 
its examples. 
The Science of Education, or the Philosophy of Hurna~ Culture. By John 
Ogden, A . M., a Ul hl>r of "Art 01 Teaching," etc. Cincinllati: Van Ant-
werp, Bragg & Cu. l2mo. PP· 234· 
' Mr Ogden, a teacher of much experience and sagacity, here 
sums up, in a philosophical ' form, the results of his experience -
and thought . The book is well·planned, with synoptic d iagrams 
t6 aid the reader in reviewing and rem !mbering the substance of 
the chapters; and though such diagrams are often a;-tificial and 
more .formal than rat ;onal, we do not find these such. Young 
teachers especially will find this little book suggestive and useful: 
S e TllOU~htS ' cOltcerniltg E ducatioli . By John ·Locke. \Vith Introd uc 
o~ n and Notes, by R. H. Quick, M. A ., for mer Assistant Master at Har · 
:~w. Cambridge University Press. New York : Macmillan & C'l. Chi-
cago : Jansen, McClurg & Co. 16mo, pp. 2 .~0. !l0 cts. 
Carlyle says somewhere that the errors of a wise man are more 
instructive than the correctness of a fool. Locke was a wise 
man; and if an y one thinks it strange that a book first issued in 
1693 should reappe~r .in 1880 with introducti?n, not~s, and in-
dex (we always speCIally thank an author for a go03 111dex) , let 
him take up this beautifully printed little book and open Locke's 
Essay at random, and read; he will almost surely hit at once 
upon some pithy, preg~ant ~.entence~ some practical direction, 
whose quaint old E nghsh Will make it all the more piquant. 
Locke was orphaned of his mother at an early age, and had 
no sister; he never married; he lived in the profligate and ~u · 
erficial times of Charles II . , James II., and Willianl III. Hence 
~i~ estimate of women does not suit modern 'and American soci · 
ety. -H e had little knowledge of c?ildr~n e~cept . ~uch as h~s 
keen observation of sr.hools and of hiS fnends famlhes and hiS 
reflections upon human nature could 'give him. But he produced 
a valuable di.~cussion in this Essay, which none can read without 
benefit. Be exaggerated the power of edut.:ation, almost re-
garding the human mind as a blank sheet upon which parent 
and teacher may write what they will. His book is entirely 
about the education of boys into English gentlemen. Later ex-
perience sho"ll's that his metho~s of teaching Latin, which were 
a speculation and not an expenence~ 'ar~ not succe~sful. But take 
it all in all,. this, the .first great treatlse 111 the English tongue, on 
education, may be profitably read to ·day. Hallam, to whose ex· 
tenaed criticism (Liter. Europe, Pt. IV:, ch. iv.) we refer our 
readers, says, "It w,ould be to transcribe half this treatise 
were we to mention all the judicious and minute. observations on 
the management Of children it contains." The· editor -must 
be ~han1ted for his w~rk. 
L.ITIN PRONUNCIATION. 
M. M. FISHER, Missouri Unil·ersity. 
[The following reply to Dr. Haldeman's criticism, published in THE EDU 
CATIO.NAL WEEKLY Feb. 19, 1880, was prepared som" weeks ago. Since 
that time the dlstmgUlshed and lamented author of the criticism has passed 
away. He and mystlf were on terms of personal Iriendship. Our discussions 
we~e. not p'ersonal but related wholly to maners of. scholarship. While, with 
mu litudes of others I feel deeply the loss of such a man, I cherish the hope 
that It may nut be deemed improper to publish a reply to his "remarks " 
which have had a wide circulation.] . ' 
THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, in its issue of February 19, con-tains "some remarks:' by Professor Haldeman in reference 
to my recent wo'rk, The Thru Pronunciations of Latin. In 
speaking of the- book, he says: "Its errors begin with the first 
page and end with the last." He very kindly, too, points out 
.as specimens the first error, and also the last. Here they are: 
"On page I, the Continental methotl is said to include 'a.' in hat, 
'u' in tub, 'eu' infeud/ on the last page (152) results of linguis-
tic science, and their bearing on English etimologi, are refered 
to as .'unrecognized individualisms' and 'empirical novelties.' " 
Such assertions ought to have very firm foundations. Let us see. 
I re-lffirm my statements and bring the proof. The question is 
simply one of fact. I affirm that the Continental mode, as usu-
ally taught in this country, includes the sounds of a. in hat, u 
in tub, eu in feud. Professor Haldeman denies. 
Proof ; ii. = a in hat (Andrews ~tld Stoddard,p. IIJ ' Silb;r's 
Latin Course, p. I4 J' Bingham's Grammar, p. IO J' ii. = a in fat 
(same as a in hat) King's Latin Pronunctation,pp.I2, I3. 
Again; u = u in tub (Andrews and Stoddard, p. II J ' Silber's 
Latin Course, p. I4 / Bullions' Grammar, p. SJ' Bullions and 
Morris,p. 6 J ' King's Latt'1tPronunct'ation. pp. I2,I3.) 
Again; eu -= eu in f ettd (or feudal). See Bullins,' Bullions 
and Morris', A ndrtws atld Stoddard's, Bingham's Grammars J~ 
also Silber's Latin Course and Ki11g'S Pronunciation. 
In my book, I quore substantially from Bullions and Morris' 
Grammar, and give the proper credit. Any other statement than 
the one Professor Haldeman attacks as an "error" would have 
been neither true nor honest, as applied to the Continental mode 
of America. The so-called Continental mode of America "dif-
ieTs from every other variety of that system on the globe." See 
'71lree Pronunciations, p. IS· Now., on which side does the "er-
ror" lie? A relic-vender in Italy offered for sale the sword that 
Balaam ·had. When told that Balaam had no sword, but only 
wished for one, he replied: "This is the one he wished fie had." . 
Perhaps Professor Haldeman does not speak o(what is, but ,what 
ought to be, in his own estimation. 
Little honor is acqUlred by this reviewer in his chosen field of 
Comparative Philology when he attempts to act the specialist 
and "blunders" so egregiously in matters of exact knowledge. 
The "error" found, as he asserts, on my first page, proves to be 
an egregious. "error" on his first page. When a critic, in his 
first "remark," commits such an " error," one is at no loss what 
weIght to attach to the rest of his "remarks." "Ab uno disc'e 
omnes." 
Professor Haldeman finds what he alleges to be the last "er-
ror" in a letter written by Dr. Laws, the distinguished and 
learned President of the University of Missouri, and published 
at. the close of the book.. Here Professor H . is equally unfortu-
nate in his facts and in his logic. His second "enoi," as cllarged, 
is found in th~~e words (I quote from Professor H.): "0n toe 
last page (152) results of linguistic science' and .their bearing on 
English Etimologi, are refered to as 'u,!lrecognized , i'illiividua-; 
lisms' anq 'empirical novelties.' " 
I ~ 
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In this instance where is the "error ?" In The Three Pronun-
ciatiotls, pp. 72-3, in speaking of the so-called Roman mode, I 
say: "Ever since Professor Haldeman wrote his "Latin Pronun-
ciation,' in 1851, down to Professor Twining's review in 'Tile 
Western,' in 1878, every Roman Latinist, who has. wntten c..t 
any length on th~ subject, has felt impelled to make known his 
individualisms, to make it clear that he has views of his own in 
the matter of how the ancients pronounced Latin. They defer 
to no common standar"d . Every man IS a 'law unto himself.' 
Any science taught in American institutions to-day, that was . 
"marred by so many individualisms, would lose caste, and run 
the risk of being put at once in the 'Index Expurgatorius.' " 
To show the perplexing diversity . in theory and practice 
among those favoring the Restored Method, I refer to an article 
read by Professor H. himself, before the Philological Association 
in 1873 (see minutes), in which he undertakes to show that every 
writer, for some years prior to 1873, who had set forth in detail 
his views on Roman Orthoepy; was in some respects wrong. 
The writers criticised were all on Professor H.'s side, and as 
he was ' the pioneer in this new pronunciation, his purpose was 
to whip his followers into line.:. 
In view of this a.cknowledged diversity of theory and 'practice 
among the resurrectionists, Dr. Laws said: "I will venture to 
express the .opini~n that professors are not at liberty to teach 
their unrecognized individualisms as a pint of a system . • Those 
youtl]. are exceedingly unfortunate who are made the subject of 
. classroom .experimentation, in the interest of empirical novelties. 
Indivitiual opinions are not properly taugl;!t as a part of science; 
for, when they become a part of science by virtue of th~ recog-
.nition of the great body of specialists of. .experts, they cease to 
b~ individualisms." \vh'lt scholar does not indorse this position? 
Dr. Laws refers to the diversity of opinion, touching the so-
called Roman mode, to the wei I known and confessed fact that 
the advocates of that method claim the right to publish (and do 
publish) and reduce to ' practice in the classroom their C)wn in'-
div.i.dual opinions, as to what that system is. Are all these div~rse 
opinions "results of linguistic science?" Are these individua-
.1isms that thrust themselves into every Grammar, and speak in 
the school room, legitimate "results of linguistic science?" Dr. 
Haldeman would have us think so. Is this new pronunciation 
such a chameleon as to take its color from every independent 
notion that springs from the brain of every writer the world over? 
If Dr. H. does not think so, then he is wrong and Dr. Laws is 
I right, for the latter affirms that "unre~ognized individualisms" 
are not a part of a system, and have no allusion to the established 
"result~ oflinguistic science.'" . 
A step further. Is the present so-called Roman mode, in its 
discordant state, marked by conflicting opinions and want of 
harmony, in theory and practice, the prey of . every daring ex~ 
plorer who dares to stitch on the purple patch of his own indiv-
idualism, .a result of linguistic science? If so, it is the only 
instance of the kind on record. Does Profeesor H. deny that 
these conflicting opinions exist? If he does, then I quote :fIalde-
man against Haldeman. His own hand put the fatal writjng ~m 
the wall. 
Is a system founded largely on mere theory-a system whose 
imperft:ctions are confess~d by all its abl~st friends, a system re-
jected by nearly all the world outside of America, a result, as it 
now stands, of "linguistie scielwe?" poes Dr. H: himself think 
, " .. 
so? If Dr.. Laws had ta~en the posItion that the so-called Latin 
~oae, as Ii whole, is D9t the Hresult-:a fixed and unanimously 
conceded 'result' -of linguistic science," would h~ not have been 
right? Scholars in England, where the new system is tottering 
to its fall, and its total failure is confessed by its friends, seem 
to think so. Bare assertion is a poor weapon against stubborn 
facts, and we note a second "error" for Professor Haldeman. 
. Professor. Haldeman dwells with peculiar emphasis and pleasure 
on- the name of Sardanapalus in Greek capitals in the quotation 
I make from the Nor/It America1z R eview, "C" initial and final 
being the Greek form of the rounded Szgma. In another sentence 
he is pleased to honor me with the name of a "Sardanapalitan" 
was ting my time "mousing" for Latin Cays among GreekStgmas. 
On the same page as the preface in Three Prommciations of Latin 
is a slip containing these words: "The author does not indorse, 
in every particular, the quotations on pp. 46--53 ." " The chival-
. rous courtesy due from one scholar to another deserves some 
attention at the hands of the reviewer. A moment's time given 
to that slip would have detracted nothing from his scholarly 
bearing, but would have prevented his attempting to display .his 
own knowledge at the expense of the supposed ignorance of 
others. Was this an oversight? I hope so. It is at "least an 
"error." "Mousing'" for tI:uth would often "ave a writer the 
mortifitation ot having his mere assertions crushed to atoms by. 
~he inexorable logic (If facts. 
Chapter III. " of The Three Pro1um(iatio1ls shows the, want of 
harmony among the advocates of the so-called Roman mode to 
be so great as to discredit the evidence on which the systelI! 
rests and render uniformity ot practice impossible. Professor 
Haldeman undertakes to meet this grave charge; but how does 
he do it? He says: "The want of harmoni is greatli du to the 
absence of fonetic knowledge and to a vernacular influence that 
warps the judgment in reading the ancient grammarialJs." He 
confesses the ' fatal charge against the resurrected method, and 
sets to work to account br it .. . "Habet; habet." Professor 
Haldeman can demonstrate, sooner than any man living, that no 
two writers on the globe a:{ree in the:r views as to the restoredt 
method. 'fhi? modern Sampson-while his locks are sometimes 
shorn, as seen above-never fails to bring down the house on the' 
Philistines, lords and all, including himself, when he gets his 
shoulders to the pillars erec'ted by these discordant retormers of 
Latin pronunciativn. Let attention be rivited on this confession 
of want of harmony among the followers of the ~ew Roman, a 
confession true, unexpected, and magnanimous, and one that goes 
far towards atoning for defects and "errors" in other parts of 
the article. Professor Haldeman may adopt Webster's words: 
"There is no avoiding confession but by SUIcide, and suicide is 
confession." Verily~ confessing what Dr. Haldeman has done 
is suicide with the so called Ro~an pDnunciation. 
On page II of his pamphlet Professor Haldeml n says: "Insti-
tutions adopting the empiric English system, or even sOll.le 
Continental one, ar, under the cilcumstances, entitled to no 
consideration in the studi of 'English, which has long since past 
the John Walker stage. " According to Professor Haldeman, 
therefore, many of the oldest and most illustrious institutions in 
America "are entitld to· no consideration." And most unfortu-
nately for England, she has hardly a single school nmv "entitld 
to consideration.' ~ Cambridge is not; Oxford is not, though 
they have stood . like t~in peaks of the English Parnassus for 
nearly a thousan~ years, and have girdled the earth ' with the 
_strength, beauty, glory, and power of the English tongue. Al.~.s' 
for Rugby, and Eton, and Harrow, and St. Peter's, and Shrews-
bu,ry, and others"':"grarrd old training-schools fQr the· gi.ants I 
.~ .. . 
" 
--
r 
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Alas for them 'all! Professor Haldeman has written "lchabod" 
over their portals. But why have the mighty fallen, and that so 
suddenly, too? England's universities and schools and many of 
the greatest and best of America's schools are "entitld to no ' 
consideration" because they !io not choose to adopt the Haldeman 
moae of pronouncing Latin. It is, perhaps, forgotten that 
Harvard;s glory was all won when the English mode prevailed. 
lex-Blake, ' of Rugby, says: "I think that refOlmed Latin 
pronunciation is'a mere waste of time, and, if done on a ficticious, 
professor. made plan, absurd." Edwin Palmer, ex-Professor of 
:Latin at Oxford, says: "The old or English method still reigns 
unC1jluestioned at the universities." In speaking further of the 
.ne,w pronunciation, he says. "I consider our enterprise a coup 
ma!,que." See letters from various British scholars ia Chapter 
VI. of The Tltree Pronunciations. "E~titld to no consideration," 
indeed! The new pronunciation has fallen still-born in England. 
'Fhe twelve reasons given in Tlte Tltree Pronunciations if Latin 
for the use of the English method among English speaking people 
have called forth the highest commendation from able scholars 
in both Europe and America. Professor Halde'rnan , undertakes 
an answer to but onf, and in that answer furnishes a most apt 
illustration 01 special plead ing, Why didn't he, to use his own 
words ; "go over the ,ground relentlessli, skewering the fallacis" 
in all these reasons, !f fallacies there be? There are other forts 
to be~ stormed in "The Three Pro7lunciations," and there ,vas no 
re~on why Dr. Haldeman, who seems "to stand on the picket 
line," should avoid the main issue and 'waste his time" on three 
quot~tions cont.ained in the work. , Perhaps the ide~ wa') . that 
assailing quotatIOns would be less likely to provoke an answer. 
Professor Haldc:man's article was published first in the Chicago 
WEEKLY, February 1 9; it was published a second time; in May, 
' in Stoddart's Review; and still a third time, in July, in pa,uphlet 
form perhaps on the war policy that when arms are small, the 
mor: of them the better. After' ail, the pleasure was not afforded 
me' of receiving a copy of or having the least intimation of the 
existence of either edition. It was my rare good fortune, however, 
to meet a g'enuine "copi" on the A.-;or of the American Philolgi~ 
cal Association at its recent meetmg in Philadelphia, at which 
time the author was distributing his pamphlet arpong the members 
of that learned body. This was five months after the "remarks" 
were first made. Was this in accordance with the eternal fitness 
of things? Was it an oversight? Perhaps so, for oversights 
and- "errors," and 'a magnanimous confession are about the only 
_ things '''eutitled to consideration" in Professor H aldeman's 
Hrema.ks. " 
Whatever in this rejoinder seems caustic finds its explanation 
in the animus of that paper already thrice published. 
COLUMBIA, MISSOURI, A UGUST 26, 1880. 
" 
_During a recer.t examination of a class of youngsters in one of our pub-
lic schoolS, the.teacher asked, "What is a monarchy?" and was immediately 
answered by an eight-year.old boy, "A country governed by a king." "Who 
would rule if the king should die?" "The queen." "Awl. if the queen should 
dle ill' "The jack." 
.,...Boston is the literary capital of America. We all feel proud of Boston. 
And_Boston glories in its own greatness. Last Friday Boston celebrated the 
25ot1 Anniversary of its existence" And a great time the Bostonians had. of 
it. And so did all New England. None of the nice people were too nice 
,to participate in the procession, the concert in ' the Common" or the,literary 
exercises. AU hanOI; to Boston, and the culture .of her citizens. America 
could' not be AmerIca without her. Even England reco'gnizes... her glory. 
There is a Boston in Lincolnshire, where John .Cotton w~ for twenty years 
~ -Vicar. The bells of the parish church of this British Boston were also rlmg 
n hon,?r of the 250"anniversary'of our'J3oston. Viv~ fa Bostolll , 
• I "" ' • • 
THE SCHOOL-ROOM. 
ABO'UT GRMAMAR, I. 
Go into the average school-room and ask the students what 
stud y they dislike the most, and the reply will be "GI;ammar." 
Nine-tenths of the applicants for admission i'nto 0ur high schools 
know actually nothing of this subject. If one of these be asked 
what a noun is, the answer will be, "A noun is a name," as an 
expression of mingled triumph and happiness creeps over his 
countenance. But follow this with, "Name the nouns in 'Paul 
had never risen from his little bed," and after several vain at-
tempts, he exclaims, "We ne,ver got that far, sir." 
Grammar is the worst taught subject in the schools. Outside 
of the graded schools too much time is spent upon arithmetic. 
It is arithmetic, arithmetic, from six to twenty. The height of 
the schoolboy'S ambition is to "cipher" through the'arithmetic 
three times. The anxious father says: "I do want my boy good 
in ari thmetic," and so he graduates from the school in posses-
sion of this Summum bonutn, perhaps, but unable to speak or 
write a sentence accurately. . 
Grammar has been correctly defined as "the art of speaking 
and writing accurately." It may also be described as the art of 
forming, sentences accurately and rapidly. In both of the pro-
cesses, speaking and writing, correct sente~ces may be ~aid to be 
embryonic an~ perfected. A thought in the speaker's mind is 
hurriedly and, perhaps, awkwardly and inaccurately clothed ,in 
words, and, ere the lips can alter them, it is the province of 
grammar to apply its corrections almost instantaneously, prune 
the sentence of its clu~siness and inaccuracies, and send, it forth 
to please, not offend, th~ cultured ear. This is the ~igh calling' 
and great purpose of grammar. Let teachers in the school-room 
keep this tbought constantly before them and their instruction 
in this subject wi'll be a success. 
HO W TO SECURE A TTENI]ANCE EN THE COl{N-
TRY SCHOOLS. 
DECORATION. 
ONE of the num~rous problems , whkh vex the mind of every live, ear·nest teacher is, "How can I increase my average 
attendance ?" 
Now I propo!:e giving a few methods for attaining this mucb.-
desired object. Not that I wish to set myselLup as an example 
for my fellow-laborers to follow, but simply to give ,some of ' tlle 
methods of myself and others which r have adopted with ,suc-
cess; and' here let me remark that suc<.ess here is a first requisite 
for success in the entire work of the school. 
Who has not an image of the average rUl'al "temple, of learn-
ing" in his mind-a dim, bal'ren, ,and cheerless, place , indeed?' 
This will not interest .nQr attract your pupils; therefore as your 
first step you must decorate. ' 
"I can't, for. it would be too expensive:" murmurs some Mr. 
Faintheart, who deserves to stick in the slough of despond duro. 
ing his natural life. ' True the poor pedago'gue is not, as a rule, 
blessed with the superabundance of the <lroot of all evil," but 
then I'LL TRY can accomplish wonders. 
Evergreens go a long way in the good work. Explfl.in to 
' your pupils that this is their house, erected for their special ben-
efi~, and you desire them to bring some evergreens to make it 
more plellSant, and next morniug they will come laden with 
branches of fir, pine, ana cedar. , 
Den't undertak~"to do this alone, but call in. the chil~ren to ' 
. ~ . . .. ~. .... 
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aid you. This is of prime importance. You must have them 
interested in the work. Call their attention tl) the fresh appear-
ance imparted to the room, and the grateful, spicy oder pervad-
ing the apartment. So far, so good; but this is not enough. In . 
these days of cheap- pictures every teacher should own two or 
three good large chromos. They will last you many terms of 
school, and if judiciously chosen will brighten -the dull old room 
wonderfully, and at the same time will develop the natural latent 
love of art and the beautiful in your pupils; Ask each family 
represented to loan at least one nice picture for the term. Sim-
ple wood-cuts, cheaply framed, produce a very pleasing effect if 
nestled above the cluster of evergreen over your windows. Col-
ored crayons cost but a trifle, and your program nicely sketched 
on two sheets of unprinted newspaper and hung one on either 
side of the desk are nice. They will last if bound by pasting 
strips of muslin around the edges. 
Of course map drawing is taught in your school. Offer to 
place some extra nice piece of work 'on the wall as a decoration, 
and then notice the increase in excellence of your pupil's work 
in this branch. (In parenthesis we will say that we do wish the 
elements of general dra.wing were also taught in all our schools.) 
~ut those horrid windows! The fly specks, the grim spider-
webs they disclose, and the unmitigated glare of sunshine 1 hey 
pour in. ' No wonder pupils attend irregularly. I would not de-
sire to att~nd school were I compelled to sit and study in suc!} a 
blinding sun. By all means wash off that horrid dirt, shut out 
that superfluous sunshine and add to the cheer ~f your rooms. 
Very nice 'printed and plain cottons for this ,purpose can be pro , 
cured at a cost of ten cents or less per yard. You may purchase 
them yourself and carry . them from place to place as you· do 
your pictures, but a better plan would be to lay the matter b~­
fore your trustees, and if they refuse, as they will sometimes do, 
go to your patrons and get them to subscribe a dime or a quarter 
as they may desire, and the matter of expense is .soon met. 
By this time your room will look very nice compared to what 
it did. Little Shelves placed above the reach of the smaller chil -
dren, to serve as cabinets for cqllections of botanical and other 
specimens, are excellent. 
To be sure this is not all. Many little things will suggest 
themselves to your mind~for the good work when once begun. I 
have not spoken before (because I almost considered it unneces , 
sary) of cleanIiness. . Your stove will be polished, ,your floor al-
ways swept clean, your de-ks neatly du;,ted, and stray cobwebs 
brushed away at all times. 
'In the work which I have thus rudely sketched you must - se-
cure the aid and co-operation of your pupils. They must be 
made to look upon it as their own. 
l True teaching COIl5ists not in mere text-book recitations, but 
in developing all the bette·r qualities of human nature; and how 
much bett~r done when you are setting a constant example of 
~auty, neatness, and adaptation of means to ends before your pu-
-pils! "Labor for the beautiful and the good," was the ruotto'of 
an excellent instructor whom I once knew, an"d I wish all our 
teachers ~ere impelled by the same motive. 
The children will talk of your work at home you may be sure, 
and, drawn perhaps by CUTlosity, the parents will "drop in," and 
t~us you ,will overcome another drawback to regular attendance. 
A teacher following this course will leave his mark in the homes 
and door-yards of His "district" for y~ars. He has not educat-
ed the children only, but the fathers and mo~hers as well. . And 
le~ me whisper this,:to you: It· pays-pays you' financially. 
In company with ot.hers I was once visiting a very nice little 
district school house. Noting the neatness of the room, an old 
farmer said that they had a nice house, and intended getting 
teachers who would keep it nice. . 
Teachers, decorate y-.mr rooms; interest your pupils in your 
work, and children will flock to yo~, and stay with you.-Cana-
da School Journal. 
======= 
AN E XERCISE IN PRONUNCIATION. 
ADVERSE to my casement in my parents' house, in an oasis in the green environs, stands an alcove or balcony of an 
hospitaL I contemplate there often a plethoric, peremptory, 
splenetic, invalid inmate,who seems thoroughly' acclimated, 
whose figure might indicate him to be the patron or confessor of 
Magdalen or Caius College. He, ac'cording to the legend, is an 
expert and an aspirant for the fame of a conjurer. He holds in 
his hand a vase, illustrated by a distich from a Latin satire, the 
contents whereof are a patent, economical almond cement, with 
which he tries to envelop and cement a certain schedule into aI;1 
envelope. Thi;; object is never perfected from irremediable dis-
c:repancies' in the sizes of the objects: As the wind soughs, his 
apron, which is an accessory, often and again falls into the sewer 
below, from which it is haled by his nephe,~, who rushes after it 
with the speed' of a winged Mercury. 
WHAT Is IN A WORD-Great is the influence of a teacher"S 
mistakes. Pupils do not seem. to remember the words we ' 
pronounc'e correctly, but if we teach a w~ong pronnnciation 
they seem to cling to that with wondrous tenacity. The teacher 
does not always think how important it is that he maKe sure of 
having aU his words correct. His letting a woni go wrong once 
may fix in many minds a wrong pronunciation that will last for 
life. We know a teacher who taught two boys to pronounce 
collier kol yer in a song which thE y gave at a school exhibition. 
The song proved popular and the town caught up the words and 
the error. We are very sure that if the pronunciation of collier 
were left to the vote oi that village the result would go against 
the dictionaries. Let us remember, fellow teachers, how impor-
tant is our pronunciation of every word. 
WHAT Is THE USE?-This is a good question for the teacher 
apply to all the routine of the school room. There are many 
useless things we do because we have seen ' somebody else 
perform them when he had reason for doing so. Let every 
one of our regulations be called to \Ja.;s this te~t of utility 
and we-shall be surpriseJ Ito see how many could be abolished. 
-The ('puzzle of fifteen" is attracting the attention of scie~tific men in. 
EuroJle. Prof. Tail has sent a note upon it'to the Royal So'ciety of Edin-
burgh, in which he has .given a rule for ascertaining whether a particular are 
rangement admits of a solution or not. The French scientific journal, La 
Natur~, gives two illustrations of it, and discusses the subject of magic squares 
in general in connection with it. Another French scientific journal, La RnJUt Scientifiqu~, devotes a (ong articie to the discussion of the "ring puzzle," i~ 
which many curious mathematical properties art:: brought out. 
-The prelimin~ry excavation for the proposed tunnel u\lder the English 
Channel are being acti vely pushed forward at Saugatte, near Calais, and bor 
ings have been begun on the English side, The chalk of which the cliffs 
and the bottom of, the Channel are composed is believed to present a substance 
excellently adapted for tlj~ perforation of the tunnel. Tile shaft at Saugatte:" 
is already nearly two hundred feet deep, Ot one hundred and thirly feet below 
high-water mark, and intended to be pushed to a depth of th,ree hundred feet, 
when a &allery will be turned toward England. So far the progress of the 
worK, ~nd the indications have been very satisfactory. 
'. 
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THE STATES. 
IOWA.-The Johnson County Teachers' Association was organized during 
the last Gounty Institute. The following officers were elected: President, Mr. 
J. C. ~entrout; First Vice Pre~ident, Miss L!dia M~Kray; ~econd Vice 
President, Miss M. L. Slaght; Thud VIce Presldent, N1SS Nelhe Clearman; 
Recording Secretary, Mr. J. F. Wicks; Corresponding Secretary, Mr. Ed. S. 
Lloyd; Treasurer, Miss Allie Hazen. The followfng persons constitute an 
'_Executive Co!Ilmittee: Miss Iowa Brooks, Miss Gambrel, C. F. Fry, and F. 
O'Conor, together with Presldent, First Vice President, and Recording Secre-
tary. The first meeting ~of the Assoc:ati?n was held Sat.urday, .Oct. 2, . at 
the Hiatt's Academy, Iowa City. The object of the AssocIatIOn IS to ralse 
the sta1)dard of education in the country schools, and it hopes to accomplish 
this· by bringmg the teachers together to talk over the best methods and 
means of making their schools successful by having the teachers become ac-
uainted with each other's work, thus helping to make teaching throughout 
q 'r ' the county more unllorm . 
. The Bellevue Teachers' ~ssociation meets the 16th inst. Music by Rosa 
• Hento.n, -and F. A. Woods; Address by the President; Essay by O .. Steiniger; 
Discussion: "What can we do to improve the Association ?" 
The Tipton Advertiser gives this excellent advice to teachers: " Without 
intending to-trenc.h on the l?rer0l?;atives of ~he 'Educational Column,: and 
'th the best of feelings anr! mtenUons toward our Clty teachers, we destre to 
WI est that there may be danger of their zeal for the best attainable facilities {~;t.ork in the school· room le'ading them i~to demands upon the parents 
which, to the latter, seem unreasonable. It IS no small burden for some par-
_ ents to provide the absolutely ~ecessary text-books for two, three, or four, of 
. our future Presidents and Presldentesses; .and . wh~n Augustus Ca;sar! George 
Washington, Marie Antonette, and Vlctona Victonne c~me ~unm~g. home to 
. . t that each and every Oile of , them must have a Umverslty dlcttonary, a ~~k book a Isnife to sharpen pencils, a drawing outfit of prescribed kind, a 
- '. less sl~te an eraser, a ruler, one certail! particular kind of paper for ex-
nOise , h • . . . I 'f 
amination,. etc., etc.-'teac er. say~ ~o -1~ IS not v~ry smgu ar 1 at least the 
first impulse in the parental m10d IS a deSIre to 'sass that teacher." 
Th Atlantic leleEraph says: "Exira's school house is nearly completed 
alfd t:e directors have secured the se:vice~ of P~of. A. E. C.larendon of Coun., 
. il Bluffs. as' principal. Now, w~ thmk, the CItIzens of E,ma can truthfully 
C the have got the best school m Audubon county or western Iowa." 
sa>;'he ~alaries of the te~chers of Marshall county are better .than in any other 
t in central.Iowa. There are many persons who destre the better sala-c.:nb~t are unwilling to ~ake that ~I?eci~l preparation . ~hich the. good of the 
, ~ hools demands. Were every aspmng 1Ocompel~nt gLVen a cerl1ficate, Mar-h 11 ' unty would soon have few competent a'plrants . T he leaders of the 
. ~h~ldr~~ must be earnest and progressive.-Marshalltown Times.R epub lican. 
According to the report of the auditor of the state. the apportionment of the 
interest of the permanent school fu~d for Potawattamie ~ounty is as follows: ' 
No. of youth, '10,532; ~mount of Interest, $z.527·68; m Mllls county the 
Dum15er is 4,963, amount ~1,191.12; Montgomery co~ntv, 4,849: $1.163.76; 
Page, 60547, $1.57 1•28; RIng.gold, 4,200, $1,008.00; :Shelby, 3,583, $857.52 ; 
Taylor, 5,546, $1.331.04; Umon, 5,101, $1,224.24; Green, 4,084, $980.16 ; 
Fremont, 6,025, $1 ,446.00; Crawfo~d, 3,727, $894.48; Carroll, 3,609, $866.16; 
Audubon. 1,897, $455.28; Adams, 4,137, $992.88. 
·Mr. E . R. Paige, of Council Bluffs, received a telegram from Mr. Felton, 
- ident of the Electrical soc\ety, fixing the date of his lecture before that P:; for Oct. 18. Mr. J'aige will take for his subject the "PossibilIties of ~le~tricity.;; The meeting is to be h~ld in the parlors of the Grand Pacific 
Hotel in Chicago. Prof.. Tyndall is expected to lecture before the society , 
. later in the season . . . 
Iowa has over 4,000 school d:stncts, 10,000 schools, 21,000 teachers, 365,-
. scholars in average attendance, and a school fund of over $3,500,000. ~he Davenport Democrat sa~s:-HThe State l!nivc:rsity has .drawn pretty 
heayily upon out~ide ~chools thIS year-seventY-lOur m all , thUS. far-repre-
t· g twenty-mne dlfferent schoels and colleges. Of these, sIxty· four art; sen In . II' I ' Th' k I ' I f freslimen end ten far advanced m c,! eg~ate" c asses. IS spea. s pam y 0 
the increasing popularity of the Um.ver~lty. . . ' . 
Keokuk gets that Library' enterpnse 10 shape by authonzmg her bUIlding 
ittee to contract for a two story brick building, of size sufficient to afford 
com
m d ft '11 " three good store rooms for rental underneath. The secon oor Wl contam 
arnpleroom for library and Uluseum. , . . 
An afternoon's visit to our school last week showed that our new pnncl-
p&1 Pr9f• A. N.' Fellows, has made a splendid ~tart. He i~ one of.the most 
enthusiastic of teacll.ers, and the decorum and Indust~ notlceab~e 10 every 
de artment showed. that his.assistant~ and pupils are Imbued wlth the same &pfnt of zeal that am mates hIm. It IS safe to say the school never 'Yas in liCtter worKing order than now.-Lemars Sentinel. ' ; 
' Prof. €ozise, a talented yo~ng musician of John.son county, h~ secured a 
sltuation as teacher in the Conservatory of Music, Boston, and wlllieave for 
tbIl.J; ' city 5oon.- w.est Branch ·Record. -
There are about fifty experienced teachers now attending Iowa City Acad· 
emy, taking normal training and other work. The interchange of ideas, ana 
discussion of methods by so large a number, of teachers from different parts 
of the state makes the work especially interesting and profitable. 
The enrollment in the Keosauqua schools the first day this term was 221, 
being 40 more than the first day last year. 
Clinton employs 28 teachers and has an enrollment of 1,264 pupils. 
Rev:. J . D. Ewing, formerly of Kittanning, Pa. , was inaugurated President 
of Parsons College, at Fairfield, week before last. ' 
One hundred and twenty four teachers were examined recently in Taylor 
county. Only two of this number reached 100 per cent in arithmetic, and 
only eighty five will receive certificates. 
·Sac {:ounty will hold her normal institute at Odebolt, J:.eginning Sept. 27, 
and continuing two weeks. 
There were twenty-six candidates for the West' Point cadetship in the 4th 
district. Paul Davison. of Waterloo, was the best qualified, and will be rec-
ommended for appcintment. 
Floyd county gets $1,298.64 from the permanent school fund of the state. 
Chickasaw county gets $1,309.~0. 
Dubuque's school census shows 9,476 children between the agc:s of 5 and 
21. 
Stuart has a totdl enrollment of 410 pupils. 
Mr. Fairchild, of Wisconsin, is principal of the Mechanicsville schools, 
which opened recently with an excellent corps of teachers in charge. • 
Mr. A. C. Bell, principal Of the Delta ciiy schools, tells the Independerzt 
that all the seats in the upper room are occupied, and nearly all in the o~her 
lOoms. 
The C2lhoun county institute enrolled 54. Instructors: Prof. J. Wernli, 
S~p't Calhoun, and Mrs. A. B. Billington, of Marion. 
The institute at Glidden. Carroll county, had an enrollment of 105. The 
instructors were Sup't Wattles, Professor Wernli, and Mrs. A. B. Billington. 
Lectures were given by Prof. E . R. Paige and Professor Wernli. ' The insti-
tute'lasted two weeks. ,We are glad to learn that Mrs. BIllington is employ; 
ed in so many institutes. Her success as an instructor in history and geog-
raphy is beyond dispute, and we believe that at least one lady should be em-
ployed in ever institute. 
Emmetsburg, Palo Alto Co., Iowa, Sept. 27, 1880.-Normal Institute 
opens here to·day, for a two weeks session. Co. Supt. Henry Perkins feels 
confident of an attendance-of fifty or sixty live teachers. Prof. J. Wernli, of • 
LeMars, is to act as Conductor, with Mrs. A. B. Billington, of Marion, as 
Assistant Instructor. 
Supt. Speer, of Marshall county, offers to give one dollar to every, countTY 
district in his county which will raise ten dollars to be expended for the pur-
pose of establishing a district library. Supt. Spe,er's educational column in 
the Ma~shalltown Republican, is one of the best which come to the office of 
the WEEKLY. , ' 
The Hampton public schools opened auspiciously under their new priDci-
pal, Mr. O. H. Braint;rd. He is s~pported by a very efficient corps of assist- -
ants, and the people are expecting great things of them this year. 
The Iowa City Weekly Republican is -a , grand p~per. It contains twelve 
pages, is well printed on good paper, and is well edited in ~ts various depart-
ments. 
ILLINOls.":"Piatt County.-The Monticello Herald runs its own school col-
umn and we give below a clipping from it to show how a live editor can do 
a good thing for the schools and teachers of his ceJunty: A. R. Jolly leaves us 
to-day, to take charge of his school in Scott county.--Teachers' association 
at Bement next Saturday.--Miss AlizaGodwin is teaching at the Clark school, 
near Hammond.--W. R .. Humphrey will teach at Pleasant View, Cerro 
Gordo township.--The Prairie Chapel school begins on next Monday; W. 
, A. Miller, teacher.--F. ~. Baker returned from a visit to Ohio, last week. 
He has no school yet.--Mr. Foutz teaches the Fairview school in the 
southern part of Cerro Gordo township.--John Thompson's first school has, 
twenty-five pupils,-the Willow Branch school.--~. M. Kelley began his 
work at the Dillow school, southwest of Monticello, last week.--Frank 
Pittman began a .six months' school, on Monday, at the 'Haneline school, near 
Monticello.--Miss Hortense Klapp has been teaching in the Mona district 
for two weeks, with a good attendance.--Levi J. Spencer has engage$1 to 
teach the Hopkins' school northeast of Cerro Gordo, for the fall and winter. 
- ' -The Prairie Dell school, in Cerro Gordo township, is taught by J~hn 
Dice. ,This school is northeast of LaPlace.--Miss EmilylGodWin, of' Be-
ment, will teach the Center school in 6erro Go~do township, nofthwcs~ of, 
~ ,. r. _ ,~ 
,. ' .. ~ 
- , ' 
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Hammond.--M. C. Johnson has changed his mind, and will teach, if he 
can get a school. Jesse M. Kerr is similarly inclined.--Miss Ida' Curtiss 
will teach the Ridge school, two miles northwest of Milmine, for five months, 
beginning October II.--Miss Allie Dillow has contracted for the Ridge 
school, east of Monticello, for eight months, beginning the 4th of October. 
--The Kentucky school, under P. W. Z()rger's management, has made a 
'vigorous beginmng, wIth 'an attendance of .thirty.six.--Miss Lizzie Runyan 
will teach at the Cent,er school on the county line, northwest of LaPlace. 
She taught near Galesville last winter.--The Bem!'nt high school received, 
last Saturday, from Washington, D. C., twe'lty·one volumes of public docu-
, ments, for their library. --The enrollment· of the Monticello school, at the 
close of the second week, was 406; an increase of 16. The percentage of 
attendance upon the entire enrollment was 91, against 96 y. for the first week. 
The number of tardinesses was 33, against 39 for the week previous ; a gain 
of fifteen per cent, though the aggregate amount of time lost by tardiness was 
• greater tlian during the first week. The time thus lost is astonishingly large. 
Regular meeting of the Cook County Teachers' Association in the audience 
room of the Methodi"t Church Block, S. E. corner Clark and Washington 
streets, Saturday, Octoher 9, 1880, at 2 o'clock. !'rogram.- 2:oo P. M. ,Pres· 
iden't's Address, W. W. Carter, Englewood; 2:30 P: M.-First Lessons in 
Inventive Drawing, H elen R. Montfort, County Normal School ; 3: 15 P . M,-
Educational Reminiscences, Hon. Wm. H. Wells. A. G. Lane, J . H. Bray-
ton, VirgiDia Sayre, Executive Committee. W. W . Carter, President. 
Kno;Jf County.-Sixty schools were represented in the educational exhibit 
at the late county fair. We give below some of the awards, giving the names 
ot the various judges with their departments . . Miss Nellie Jones of Knox 
Seminary awards prizes in drawing to Miss Grant's schoollcountry) and Miss 
Coates' room, Galesburg high school. She makes favorable ~ention of work 
done in Knoxville Primary under Miss Grim~s . Mr. Martin of the business 
college awards writing premiums to Miss Grant's school and Miss Bacon's 
room, Oneida . .. Mr. Parker awards premiums in composition to Cherry Grove 
and St. Augustine schools. He makes honorable mentioil of Miss Parmen-
ter's room, Knoxville, H. S. Kelly's country school, and Cherry Grove and 
Thirwell schools receive premiums on language work .by the award of the 
same judge. Mrs. Prof. Standish as judge of the work in botany awards the 
first premium to Miss Grant's school and the second to Miss Goldquist's 
room, Galesburg . We judge from the report that a large number of premiums 
were given on examination work in various studies. Miss Josie Payne, Miss 
Emma Everest, and Mr. J. T. Dickin~on being additional judges employed 
· on this work. One or more prizes on this wnrk were awarded to many of th~ 
s; hools named above and to Centre School, Yates City Schools, Miss Evans' 
(country) school, St. Augustine, Gibson, Knoxville, Sparta, and the country 
· schools of M ISS Newland and Mr. Ferris. A gre~t improvement on the first 
exhibit offour rears ago is very apparent. As ma'ny as ,twenty schools pres-
ent better work now than the best presented then. With hardly an exception, 
'the schools\ taking premiums are those that have retained the same teacher 
for 'a long period of time. The strife for the unabridaed offered as pre-
· mium for diacritiaal work was very sharp and exciti~g. Mi; s Latimer's 
(country) school was successful though very closely rivaled by Miss Grimes' 
_primary school. A c.ollection of 106 of the wild Bower of Knox county with 
their 8cic;~tific description in the' plant record was presented by Miss Anna 
Jungstrom, of Bush Creek school. Mr. F. R. Jelliff presented a geologic 
exhibi~ of Knox, the most complete now to be found in the county. Mr. 
McClenahan of Knoxville made a fine dIsplay of home made scienti fic app~. 
tus. The WE~XLY hopes to have short articles occasionally form Mr. M. 
sugge.sting to teachers what may be done in that line.--"President" Hurd 
of ~J)X College recently gave a chapel talk on the use of tobacco. He ad-
~ , vised the ~tudents not to use the article at all but if they did use it to smoke 
it in ,c;igar holders or long stemmed meerschaum pipes. They resolved to 
", adopt. the: latter part of his advice.--}.{jss Addle Holyoke, for many years 
teachef in Wataga schools, was married September 23 to the Rev. H. 'So 
lH~m~, the M. E. pastor at that place.--Miss West pays a bigh tribute to 
the ,m~mory of ~isses Maclay and~Lockwood, two of Galesburg's re.cently 
~ deceased teachers. The latter had been teaching nearly twenty years and 
was nc;'ver known to shirk a day nor to shun the hard tasks of her profession. 
--We know of n.o; county in the state where more is undertaKen to enlist 
and uni~e the teachers in their profession. Everything is done that can be 
done to keep the good teachers in the county' and their work is made so prom-
inent as to inspire the poorer teachers to make greater' attainments.---All 
, the denominational ~eminaries and colleg~ of Knox county report ~ promis-
ing opening of the year's work. I _ 
The Rockford Daily News furnish~s a long and interestmg report of the . 
educational ex'hibit made at the fair grounds through the efforts of. Mrs. Car· 
penter, county Superintendent. Of Mrs. Carpenter's indefatigable efforts in 
behalf of the public schools of the county the paper speaks in very commen-
datory terms. Entries on high school work were made by L'lke View, Men-
dota, Moline, South Belvidere, Peoria, and Rochelle. Some fine work was 
exhibited from Henry. South Rockford had on exhibition a book containing 
samples of work from all the grades commencing with the lowest. The pen-
manship of the books from South Rockford and Moline was particularly 
admired. Moline sent eight books of high school work and seven of priJiuiry 
work. Lake View bad on exhibition seventy volumes, including nearly all 
high school branches, the school record showing their system of recording · 
the standing of vupils, the school paper, edited by pupils, the diploma 
awarded by trustees to graduates, graduates' essays, annual reports, in fact 
everything to show the condition and history .of the school. Lake View and 
Moline sent very fine herbaria, the work of pupils .of the high school depart-
ment. In class A, which includes the high schools, the premiums were 
awarded as follows: 1st premium,Virgil, Lake View; 1st premium, geometry, _ 
Lake View; 1st premium, literature, Lake ' View; 1st premium, botany, Ro-
chelle; 1st premium, primary work, Mendota (west side) ; 2nd premium, 
botany, Moline: Class B, village graded schools : 1st premium, arithmetic, 
Pecatonica; 1st premium, algebra, Pecat.onica; 1st premium, history, Peca-
tonica; 1st premium, physiology, P~catonica; 1st premium, primary work,. 
Durand. Hattie Tallman, Pecatonica, sent the best district program. Fan-
nie M:l:rtin, Rockford, took the prize fOF passing the best examination for 
Winnebago county certificate in common school branches. We have not 
space to give the report .of other premiums in Class C. 
J . H. Modre is principal of the Waln"ut high school. Mr. Moore holds a 
state certificate and is starting off well in his new work at Walnut. He is 
as; isted in the grammar department by Mrs J. W. Mercer, who has held her 
position for two years. Miss S. J. E. Armstr~ng, of Galesburg, qas the 
intermediate department, and Mrs. Kellogg the primary. 
N ormal Notes.-The students are .taking quite an interest in politics . . 
About a .hundred of the boys marched in a recent torchlight procession.--
R. R . Reeder visited school September 30 while he was at home to attend 
the wedding of his sister. Rutland school board has recently adopted a 
COUrse of study prepared by him.--Oscar L. McMurry is 'teaching near 
Armington, Tazewell C',unty, Albert .P. Lemmon' reports .his .work as 
principal of SCh09ls at Manchester, SCott County to be progressing pleasantly. 
--The Normal faculty had a picnic SP.pt. 23, ne wspaper reporters not allowed 
on the grounds.--Mrs. Haynie was dangerously sick during the last week 
of Sllptember, but was better at last accountj;.--Prof. James 3ttended the 
state fair as one of the judge, of high school work.--1. E . Brown took a 
rest of two weeks during September in the neighborhood of Chautauqua L!lke, 
New York. This vacation was greatly needed, as th;ough all the affiic.tions 
during the summer he has kept up his work as state secretary of the Illinois 
Y. M. C. A.--E. H . Rishel of LeM has returned to his work as teacher in 
the Baptist Normal 'School (colored), Selma, Alabama. The school is . 
prospering and now employs six teachers. Mr. Rishel graduated in the 
Normal class 0'( '78. He was married the last day of last August to Ella 
Middlekauff who was a Normal student in 187S-·7.--E. It . Boyer has 
raised by subscription quite a libraty for his scllool at Astoria.--Miss Addie 
Woods returns to her position in the schools of Leland, La Salle County.--
Miss Lenore Franklin, .class of ' 72, paid the Normal folk s a visit a few day 
ago while on her way to a position in the schools of Pueblo Colo.- -D. G . 
Puterbaugh, class of '76,)s principal of schools at Niobrara, Nebraska.--
J. M. Harper starts off well in his . work at Gardner, .Grundy County. His 
three assistants, Misses Baumgardner, Craw.ford, and Ohr are all former 
Normalities.--,Sallie Brooks gave up her position in the Mendota schools 
on account of ill-health. ::ihe will spend the winter in Normal.--Merton 
P. Metcalf teaches near Minier, Tazewell County.-- Misses Dunn, Anderson 
and Johnson work again this year in th~ Bl6vmington Higli School.--
Mary E. Woods is at Ocoya, Livingston County.-,-Frauk McMunr is 
teaching at Empire, McLe,m 'County.--L, P . Brigham, of Tanner City. had 
to dismiss his schonl after the first two days or ' the year, to attend the funeral, 
of his sister. He began work again Sept. 13. Mary J. Gillan is teaching 
with him.--The, Normal School is still increasing in numbers. In the 
normal department are 228 ladies and ; I r. gentlemen; the high sch~ol 
enrolls 84 and the other departments 147.--The uniQn society 'sociable 
Saturday evening Sept. 1,1 was largely attended. . A Shakesperean reading 
from Mercliant of · Venice . and some e}oclitioDlu:y exercises by Virgil A 
#, • , r 
" 
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finckley were given 'in the large hall. Each society enrolls about 75 paying 
members ,already. F. A. Tyrrell is Philadelphian president and Elmer E. 
Brown the Wrightonian. The latter society is busy devising ways and' 
means to payoff its $200 of debt. It costs literary societies something to 
keep house properly. 
Tlu State Fat?' was held at Springfield the last week of September. In the 
high school department the first premium was awarded to L ",ke View and 
the second t~ Springfield. In the Grammar and Primary school work Spring-
field First Ward took three prizes, Second Ward four, Third Ward one, 
Fourth Ward one. Of the second prizes. Springfield took three and Belleville 
one. The exhibit of country school work was quite fulJ.WiIJ county's 'show was 
considered the best, with Peoria pressing close after. Winnebago had sixty_ 
six country 5chools represented. Knox county did not send so large an I!x-
hibit as formerly but it was good enough to take five of the ten first premiums. 
Miscellaneous.-The September II!-eeting of Whiteside county teachers was 
ht"ld at Morrison and was not very largely attended. Its failure was attribu_ 
ted to its being the opening meeting of the year. The October session is 
to be held. at the Second Ward building, Sterling.---Pres. McGlumphy, 
of Lincoln Un~versity, has been sued for two thousand dollars damages. An 
irate landlady claims that he owes .her this for speaking of her boarding 
house in such a way that the students .did not resort thither to any great ex-
tent. We mention this that teachers may know what is a correct value to 
place on their recommendations.---All of Cairo's teachers for the coming 
year are required to pass examination for a certificate whether they have been 
in the schools before or not. We could name cities where the old teachers ' 
would make a great ado over such a thing.---The pub;ic schools of ]I'Ior-
ris were closed the last two weeks of E'eptember on account of the prevalence 
of diphlheria.--E. T. Loc~ard, former principal of the east side school at 
Joliet, has entered on a three years' course in the Union Theological Semi-
nary, New York.--Pres. Blanchard of Wheaton Coll~ge has gone to Scot-
land.--Thomas Finn of Decatur woo the fifty cents oflered by Piatt 'county 
Teachers' Association to the best speller at their September session. The 
standings ranged between 45 and 95.--The teachers of Piatt are doubtful 
whether they should hold all their meetings at Monticello or should alternate 
between that place and Bement. We hope their strife in this matter wiil not 
destroy any of the usual good feeling among the teachers of this county.-~ 
Bureau county fair gave Thursday of their exhibition to the public schools. 
Dr. Anderson of Quincy and Dr. Edwards of Princeton delivered addresses 
on the grounds. The educational exbibit numbered nearly a hundred entries. 
We have seen no account of the award of premiums. We never were an 
agricultural board but it seems to us that if we were we should make Friday 
the school day' so as not to spuil more than one day of school.--Stark 
county had an educational exhibit at her recent fair where five graded and 
fourteen'llDgraded schools competed. Toulon schools took nme pri zes, Wy-
oming four, and Castleton one. Among the ungraded work B. G. Hall's 
school took three premiums, H. M. 'White's two, B. W . Crum's and 1. M. 
Selby'S one each.--Miss Halsey, Co. Sup't of Stark, is a very successful 
taxidermist, and presentea a fine collection at the recent county fair.--
The Illinois State Oratorical Contest occurs at Galesburg Oct. 13. The 
leading schools of the state will be represented.--The department of do-
mestic economy. left vacant at Champaign by the resignation of Mrs. Lou 
Al!en Gregory has been offered to Mrs. Willard, editor of the $igna/, but 
she prefers to remain at her pre5ent work.--Hinsdale has remodeled her 
school house so tbat it seems like a new building. A. R. Robinson enters on 
his. fourtb year as priru:ipal and is assisted Ly Mrs. Benson, Misses Blodgett 
and Curtis. The school begin, 'with an enrollment of 160, which is 75 per 
cent more than the attendance of a year ago.---The Soutl)ern Normal en-
rolls more than 200 pupils. Carbondale city schools enroll more than 300. 
__ Sup't Stearns of Moultrie county is teaching an elocution class at Lov-
ington. His work began Sept. 13 and will continue four weeks.---The 
regular session of the Moultrie county teachers' association, J. W.Cokeno~er 
president, was h'eld at Sullivan Sept. 18.--Moline will soon be compelled 
to provide more school r,?om. She now has more pupils than she can accom-
modate. Her enrollment is 1,100.---'or. Adams as president and Prof. 
De Motte as vice president are both continuing their work at the Illinois 
Wesley'll). University at Bloomington. Mr. Nast of Cincinnati succeeds Mr. 
Crow, and Mr. Brown of the Nautral Science department is followed by Mr. 
Underwood, late of Hedding College, Abingdon.---Wilmington city 
teachers hold institutes twice a month. This' 'mei\ns that somebody is going 
- to' do a large amount of work there the coming year.---There a~e 499 
teachers employed in McLean co~nty and there are 278 school 'houses. The 
rage monthly payment to males $4°.92, and to the 1adjes $31.54; total 
. ' . ~ 
. . 
amount paid to males $43.753.93, and to the ladies $63,879.35. Bloomington 
ton pays to teachers $27,127.34, and Normal $2,960. The township school 
fund in the hands of the town treasurer out on interest in McLean county is 
about $200,000.-Polltagrapk. 
MICHIGAN.-Chelsea union school opened with 'about 300 pupils in atten-
dance . A tubular well has been sunk to the depth of 104 feet, receiving 75 
feet of water. , 
~flss J. Bay 'Reynolds holds the place in the Niles high school this year 
which the WEEKLY lllcorrectly assigned to Mrs. E. J. J. Collins two weeks 
ago. 
The Univ~1·sity.-Dr . Frieze received a letter from President Angell, writ-
ten at Pekin, speaking of his safe arrival, and ofllis friendly and courteous 
reception by the Chinese' Primc Minister. The family were still at the sea-
shore.---A correspondent from Yankton, D. T. says: "I find the Univer-
sityof Michigan well represented in this far we~tern country, by Dr. Van 
Velsor and Dr. Franklin, of Yankton; Gen. Beadle, formerly Surveyor Gen- . 
eral of Dakota, and now Superintendent of Public Instruction of Dak.ota 
Territory; S. Dfaper, Esq'., Dr. S. 1\'L Renner, J. B. Markley, Esq., attorney-
~t -Iaw in this city."---Dr. Tappan wrote from Basel, Switzerland, a short 
hme ago, that a Uni.versity hke the University of Michigan would transform 
a rude population in a few years into thinking, philosophical men.--About · 
30 applicants for admission to the Freshman class failed to pass their exami_ 
natlOns.---The courses in music appear to be well received, as about 4~ 
students have elected the first course and 15 the second.---A member o.f 
the Faculty is to write a series of letters to the Post and Tribll1u on the in-
side routine work or" the University. of which the general public ~nows noth-
ing. The first article will be a reply to the recent attack on the institution, 
published in the Popular Scimce Montkl". 
The State Teachers' Institute for Livingston ' County will meet at Brighton, 
October 18. 
- R. F. Kedzie and F . A . Gulley, graduates of the Michigan Agricultural 
College, have gone t? Starkville, lIfiss., to take professprships in the new -
Agricultural College at that place. Gulley takes the chair of practical agri-
culture and Kedzie that of chemistry. 
Prof. Putnam is discharging the duties of principal of the Normal School 
until the arrival of Dr. McVicar. The attendance is larger than ever before. 
The Somerville school, which is to open soon in its new buildings at St. 
Clair, will have for instructors: lIfrs. Caroline L. Balentme, superintendent; 
lI1:iss Emma lIf. Farra~d, University class ' 77, principal of literary depart-
ment; Mrs. Pauline Widermann, matron and teacher of German; lIfis~ Pau-
line Widermann, teacher of vocal and instrumental music; M: iss Sarah Pres-
cott, supenntendent of industri?J department. 
Grand Rapids has voted $62.500 for school purposes for the coming year. 
The Central school building, BattIe Creek, is equipped with a complete 
fire apparatus and a fire brigade properly officered. In two minutes after a 
given si~nal a stream of water can be playing i"n each story, and two large 
streams 1D the basement. 
Vocal music is now an established study in the public schools of Detroit 
Grand Rapids, East Saginaw, Bay City, Saginaw City, Flint, Ann Arbor' 
Jackson, Marquette, Calumet, Ontonagon, Lake Linden, Houghton, Tecum: 
seb, Kalamazoo, Alpena, and Greenville. ' 
We desir~ to endorse t.he following words of the ' Wolvtri,u Citizen, Sept. 
~5: "There IS no more wide, spread and common need, political, social, relig-
IOUS, or of any sort, than the need of improvement in the organization, man-
agement, work, and results of our country schools; We cannot, we must nut ~ " 
go on contentedly letting other states and Canada. outstrip us, as tllty a1'; 
doit'g. The remedy is with the people. Eltvate the sta1Jdarti. o~ renuire. 
1IUtlls." ~ ~ 
MINNESOTA.-Shattuck Schoel and St. Mary's, at Fadbault, are 'full. 'Fhe 
former has in .proc~ss of construction a building 100 feet long, 60 feet wide, 
and three stones high. The latter, under th~ diro:ction of Prof. Dobbin, has 
been one of the most successful schools in the country. 
Professor F . W. H. Priem, for seven years past Superintendent of music ill 
the public .schools 0: Milwaukee, .Wis., is now ho!ding a similar positio.!l in , 
St. Paul. We predict a great reVival of mi1sic~1 interest not only among the 
schools, but also among the people. . . . 
Professor J. D. Bond is superjntendent of drawing and penmanship in the 
St. Paul public schools. , . 
. . T.he pup~ls of the St. Paul public schools are esp,eciallr favored by havlpg 
~he mstruchon of Professor H. W. Slack, principal of the Humboldt School, 
III 11 course of general lessons in elementary sci-:nce. 
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All the "old" teachers are retained in the public school of Northfield. 
Carle, on College has a larger attendance than ever before at this time of the 
year. Willis Hall is rebuilt and is a very great improvement upon the old 
buildillg. Science Hall will be fi nished and ready for use next term. The 
excavation for the foundation' of the new Ladies' Hall is made. Carleton 
€Jollege is afixed fact. 
KANSAs.-Henry C. Speer is the Republican nominee -for State Superin-
tendent. He is a young man, resid ing in Junction City. He has held the 
office of county superintendent of Douglas county, :md has done very excel-
lent work as suepr'ntendent of the public schools of Junction City. He is 
well and favorably known among the leading educators of the state_ 
WISCONSIN.-Sup't J. T. McCleary, of Pierce county, has issued a neat ad-
dress to th.e school officers of his county, 'which contains many useful sugges-
tions. It is the result of considerable experience as a teacher, accompanied 
by an observing mind and a careful devotion to his work. 
_The public schools of Brodhead have opened auspiciously. Extra room 
had to be provided for the .Primary department, and Miss Jennie Taft was 
put in .charge of it. The teachers now employed in the school are the fol · 
lowing: E. A. Charlton, Principal, Miss Celia Salisbury, assista!lt in high 
school, Miss Weltha Troy, 6th room, Miss Mary Harley, 5th room, Miss Kate 
Sheehan, 4th room, Miss Carrie Thompson, 3d room, Miss Belle Gosling, 2d 
room" Miss Jennie Taft, 1st room, Miss Helen Hulburt, South Side Primary. 
~up't J. T. McCleary, of Pierce county, hll% adopted a scheme.for grading 
the l>llblic schools of the county. Its two main features are: I. A definite 
co.urse o! study; 2. An honorable graduation of those who complete the 
course. Those pupils in the several schools of a town who are recommended 
for graduation by their respective teachers are to be examined by the county 
superintendent, assisted by two competent persons. To those found qualified 
the -Common School Diploma will be- granted. An examination will take 
pJace_aJlnually in each town, except that i'n certain cases the pupils from two 
.towns may be examined together. 
The school census of Mllwaukee shows 38,144 children, of whom 13,897 
attend public schools, and 7,294 attend private schools. 
The sC;hool census of O;hkosh is 5,874, and of Racine, 5,858. 
. Oshkosh may well be proud of her school privileges. The city, is well 
. supplied with good, comfortable. school houses, some of which are costly, 
ornamnntal buildings. The number of teachers in proportion to the number 
of pupils is ~eater than in Inost places. Each teacher has, on the' average, 
e,bout forty pupils. This insures thorough work. This is all commendatory 
to the enterprise of the citizens. The people of O. hkosn believe in education, 
and arc~ willing to make the necessary sacrifice to obtain it. Good teachers 
'are employed, and good work is being d::ine' in all grades. Prof. E. Barton 
Wood is priucipal ot schools. In the high school he is assisted by Mrs. C. 
W . . Everet, Mary E. Murdock, and Misses Wood, a sister, and Ellsworth. A 
large class is graduate\l every year 'from a four year course. Miss Vanie Doe, 
as'si~ted by Miss J. D. Adams, is principal oi the A Grammar Department and 
Mary Blackburn, assisted by Myra Manning, is principal of the B Grammar 
school. Male teachers are employed as prinCipals of the ward schools. Jas . . 
Brainerd; of the 4th ward, Albert Evans, of the 2nd ward, and A. A. Spencer, 
of the 3d ward, are teachers of long a~d successful experience. Mure than 
- half of this corps of teachers are subscribers to THE EDUCATIONAI1WEEKLY, 
and nearly all of some educational journal. Tlie' state normal school situated 
-' in this place is doing ,a grand work 
======= 
CORRECTiON AND EXPLANA TION. 
The problem recently published in THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY by J. W. 
Porier, as given in Olney's University Algebra, pa~e 120, gives the distance 
a OOrly fails .during the first second as' 16-h feet; being. as given by Silliman 
'and other standard authors: This number should have been published in the 
example and its solution instead of 16~ as given in No. 169, page II3. Also 
ifma( vm+l) . 
T:::. - - • 
.,g( oIm-I) 
If.Mr. Porter desir~s a solution on the supposition that a ball drops 16;4 
V2S( .,"2+2) _ 
we have feet the first second: FTom T: {a(V-;;+m) 
t/g( vm-I) t/161( V2-1) 
1 
D. H. DAVISON. 
/ 
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THE PUBLIC SCHOOL EXHIBIT AT THE ILLINOIS STATE 
FAIR. 
The third school exhibit at the 'State Fair was well placed in the Floral 
Hall, and had plenty of room. There were nearly five hundred entries, and 
much of the work vyas of a high grade. 
The people who attend the State Fair are chiefly concerned with other 
things; but the school work was looked at with interest by a large number 
and some examinated it with care. Among the visitors was Hon. L. B. Wing, 
of Newark, Ohio, President of tbe Ohio State Board of Agriculture. He 
say, they must add a school exbibit to their State Fair in Ohio. 
Sup't Slade is asking exhibitors to allow the work entered to remain at his 
office until after the next meeting of the State Teachers' Association, so that 
it may be seen by teachers at that time. The premiums were given as fol-
lows: 
HIGH SCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
Lan£'U;!:tGerman, Lak~ View High School .......................... :. Diploma and , 5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
Second best, Springfield . ~ I( .. . ................... ........ . . .. . 
Best Latin, Lake View" _ .............. ......... ...... .... Dip. and 
Second best,. Springfield •• • .............................. ................. .. 
, Best Greek, Lake VIew f( . ........ . _ . ...... . ............. _Dip. and 
Mathematics: 
. .. ............. : ... .................. .. Dip. and S 5 00 Best Algebra. Lake View" 
Second best, Pecatonica 
Best Geometry . Lake View U 
Second best, Springfield " 
Natural Scie1zces: 
Best Botany. Lake View 
Second best, Belleville 
BestPhysiology,Lke.View II 
Second best, Springfield 
Best Nat. Philos ., Lk.View" 
Second best, Spnngfield " 
....................................... ............. 3 00 
.. : ......... .. . . ... . , ............... Dip. and 5 00 
3 00. 
............. i ................. - .... Dip. and S 5 .00 
.................. ... ................. ................ 3 00 
............................... . ... _Dip. and 
. ................. : ......... ......... . Dip. and 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
Swujstakes: 
Best High School Exhibit, Lake View Higli School .......... ......... Dip. and 
Second best, Springfield "" . .................. . ... _____ _ 
'1000 
5 00 
GRADED SCHOOL EXHIBIT . 
Best First year work, Springfield, Third Ward SchooL ___ ......... Diploma and 8 5 00 
Second best " First " " .. .... ..... .... ... . . ......... 3 00 
Best Second year wo~k Fourth ........... . .. ... Dip. and 5 00 
,second bes t First ........ . .. ................. 3 00 
Best Third year work Second " .... ____ .......... Dip. and 5 00 ' 
SecomJ best Fo.urth If ____ •••• __ • _____ •••••••••• 3 00 
B~st Fourth year work 
Second besl 
First 
Third 
.... . . . .......... Dlp. and 
Best Fifth year work Second " .. : .. .. ..... __ Dip. and 
Second best First ............. . ____ ... ---
-Best Sixth year work Second I. .. ...... _ __ ___ Dip. and 
Second best Fourth Cl .. ... .............. ____ • • _ 
Best Seventh year work " Second U Cl . ......... . ........ Dip-and 
Second best, Belleville, Franklm School ............ .. ...... ____ .... . ....... .. 
Best Eigh' h year work, Springfield SecoJ}d Ward Schocl ............... Dip. and 
Second best, Belleville, Franklin School. ............. , . . ... ..... : . . .. ....... .. 
Sweejstakes: . 
Best exhibit for each year, First to Eighth, inclusive, Springfield, Second 
Ward School ....... .. . ________ ...... .. .. .... .... ____ .•.. ____ ... Dip. and 
Second best, Belle";lIe, Franklm School. ..... ~.. .... ...... ... ........... .. ...... . 
Third best, Springfield, First Ward School. ....................... ~: ........... ___ _ _ 
COUNTRY SCHOOL EXHIBIT. 
Best Spelling. W. J. Van Petten, Pe,ria Co _______ - ________ ___ Diploma and 
Second best, George Kellar, Peoria Co _________________ ~ ______________ __ _ _ 
Best Writin!!" Burt Crawl. Peoria Co ......... ________ .... ....... _-= _____ Dip. and 
. Second bes., Mrs. B. J. B.ldwlD, Will Co ____________________ ......... .. ... __ _ 
_ Best Arithmetic, Anna M. Gordon, Peoria Co. ____________ .•• . ____ Dip. and 
Second best, Thomas Walsh, Will Co .... .... ____ ............ .. ____ ....... .. 
Best Geography, Jennie Grant, Knox Co .... ______ ... · .. _______ ...... Dip. and 
Second best, S. B. Moyer, Stephenson Co _ .• .• ___________ _____ ~ ___ ...... ... . 
Best Language (English Grammar) Frank Beavis, Peoria CO_" __ .... Dip. and 
Secona best, Leanna Hague, Knox Co .... ____________ •. •• .... __ _________ _ 
Best Unit~d Slates History , O. C . Harrower, Will Co.: ................ Dip. and 
Second best, Mrs. 5.]. Ba ldwin, Will Co . ... ____ ________ . . . . .. ___ ...... __ __ .. 
Best Rot.ny, Jennie Grant. Knox Co ____ ........ : ___ .. ............ ... Dip. and 
Best Natura! Philosophy, Lea nna Hague, Knox Co . ... . ......... ____ Dip. and 
Best Zoology, L . E. Clark, Knax Co .......... __ ............ ____ .. Dip. and 
Swupltakes: 
Best Country School Exhibit, Jennie Grant, Knox Co _ ................ Dip, and Second best, O. C. Harrower, Will Co .. ____ .... ________ .... ________ ...... ___ _ 
Third Best, Burt Crawl, Peoria Co ...... ____ ........ .... .. ........ :. : ...... __ _ 
SWEEPSTAKES FOR ALL PUBLIC SCHOOLS. 
5 0 0 
3 00 
5 00 
3 0 0 
5 00 
100 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
gIO 00 
5 00 
3 00 
" 5 00 3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
5 00 
3 00 
500 
5 00 
5 00 
81000 
500 
3 00 
Best s et of five papers, one page each of writing from as many pupils 01 the 
. sam~ school, Springfield, Second Wjlrd Scho~l. . . • __ ______ Diploma and SIS 00 
second liest, Carbondale Graded School. ___ .... .. .............. ...... .... __ '__ 7 00 
Best set of five drawings from as many pupils of the same school, Belle-
vii e, Franklin.School. ....... _ ....... ......................... . .. . ...... Dip. and IS oc> 
Second best, Springfietd, Third Ward SchOOl. ___ ..• . __ ~_ . . .. .. .•.•• ______ 7 00 
COUNTY SWE~PSTAKES. 
To theCountxSuperint<ndent of the county making the best exhibit ofcountry 
sc~ool work,. entered for the premiums offered, Jos. F. Perry, Co. Supt. . , 
w:.ll Co ................ ________ .. .. ________ .... . ............................. ,Qlploma. 
' . 
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OUR EXCHANGES. 
"AMONG THE MISSING." 
The Th~ W~st Virgi1zia J ournal of E ducation .!'ras a good paper, weekly, 
but it tired out and now rides in Brother Bicknell's ambulance. . 
The Louisia~a J oumal of E ducati01t we assume to have suspended, for 
no copy has been seen here for six months past. It was a beautiful and 
- well-edited journal. We hope it will be revived'. 
The E ducational N ews Gleaner, after leaving the rich harvest flel<'.s of 
Minnesota for the stubble of Chicago, soon succumbed to the ineVitable and 
has not been seen or heard from for fo ur or five m::>nths. It was t ' 0 
ambitious and count~d too confidently on the great profes.ional enthusiasm of 
teachers to support so magnificent an enterprise. May its .histo~y be a warning 
to others. We have searched all through;this city in the customarj' haunts o f t be 
tall Glertn<rfrom ~1:b~esota,but find no trace of him or his paper. W e are ·t:;!o. 
he has accepted a "call" to a distant suburb of Chicago, and that it is barely 
. possible his paper is printed in fields to the south of us-the proper place for 
"gleaners. " 
One of Iowa'S triplet has certainly left us also-the Int~r·State. Tr.e 
name killed that. ' Warned by its sad fate the two remaining journals have 
'united-without uniting. One subscription is good for both, but if a fellow 
doesn't happen to know it he may pay fifteen cents more and get the "organ," 
or 8- cents less and get the "ten· spot." . ' ~I h ' The Student was one of those live sout ern pap er which always had some-
thing worth reading in it. I ~ wa, published nt South Can olton, Ky.; and at 
the age of four years joined ~he n.umerous family of the WEEKLY, and it 
subscribers are now reading thiS epitaph . 
A FEW HOPEFULS. 
The Eclectic Teacher entered upon its fifth volume with the September 
issue. Previous to that date it was published at Carlile, Ky., but its editor 
having been appointed to a chair in the new State College at L~xington, he 
hllS removed the office of publication to that place. It has always been at 
ood journal and its editor an energetic worker. For two years past· he has ~een assisted to some extent by Prof. George A. Chase, of L ouisville, but at 
the meeting of the Kentucky Teacher' s Association in August last Professor 
Vance requested that body to take the journal as its own property and appoint 
its editors. The request was left in the 'hand,s of the ex ecutive com mi.tel!. 
Subscription price, one dollar per year. . , 
The J.ournal of Education, of Virginia, is good · but not good enough. 
"This is an organ." Organ journals are usually poor things . The only excuse 
for their existence is that their editor; may draw a few hundred dollars from 
he State Treasury to pay for sending their "official" stuff to district clerks 
who have not enougll intelligence to get abng withou ~ i't It i, a fn ·li d iy 
for an educational journal wh.! n its e 'li ,,)T get ; a. stlte ap.>ro;> ri a.tio 1 felr itS 
support.. The last issue of the Virginia J Jurnal of E i uc .Iion is the best 
we haveseen : 
suhstantial!y the same may be said of the Maryland Sch ool J0tlrtzal, 
which has not been received at this office for several months . 
The Common School T~achtr, of Bedford, Ind., is ho~eful. It has never 
before been as well edited and published as within the last two months. It 
has grown with its years and is not easily discouraged. 
The Missouri · Teacher claims to be a "permanency." It ' is published by 
J. U. Barnard, Kirksville', Mo. , ·at fifty cen~ a year. ~6 pp. 
Tile Southen: Educational Monthly IS a Journal which deserves encou~age­
ment. It is published in Charleston, S. C., at fifty cents per year. It contains 
eight pages, about the size of the WEEKLY. It is edited by L. B. Haynes, 
assisted by Rev. T. J. Beck. It has just sent out the third number of the 
secolld vulum~. 
"THE ·STAND.llYS." 
Of course the WEEKLY heads the list. When it was born it was by th.e 
fatal travail of seven valiant and well ·beloved monthlies. (See prospectus, 
which will be sent on application.) 
Next after the WEEKLY comes our gen:al rival, the N~w Englmld Jour-
nal of Edtlcati~n; or' as some prefer to call it who don't like New ~ngland. 
the National 'lour. etc. If it did not have to carry so long a name It would 
b bl "get on" faster but it does very well in spite of that and its unfortu· proay , ." . n~te l"calion-away down in Boston. Mr. Bicknell, Its publisher, IS an am· 
bitious man. H~ has started two other journals-the Primary T~acher and 
Good Ti1llts-since he became manager of the Joumal, lind now he announ-
ces another, inore , pretentious than any l>f the rest. H~ will undou~tedly 
give us in .EducaHon all he promises-a magazine?f high rank and inval-
uable to thinking men and women engaged iii ed~catlOna1 work. 
A. M. Kellogg of the Ntw Y01"k School Journal, another weekly, is a 
hero. His was the "rst weekly, and his success inspired the rest of us to 
labor and to wait. We keep our eye on him yet, and are encouraged by the 
increasing prosperity of his paper. His Journal also has a "twin offspring"-
the Scholar's Comp a/zio" and the Teac"t r's Institute. The School Journal 
contains twelve pages; price, two dollars per year. If you want to get plain 
"horse sense" on living educational questions, suhscribe for Kellogg'S jour· 
nal. It contains many of the very best articles on practical school tOpICS. 
The style of the School J ournal is similar to that of the Amtrican Jour-
?tal of E ducation, St. L ouis, edited and published by ' Major J . B . . Merwin. 
He deals sledge-hammer blows, and they are felt across the continent. Anna 
C. Brackett has a good article in nearly every number of his j ournal. Ma-
jor Merwin claims to have as great a passion for "state editions" as the 
WEEKl Y has, but though one of them is said to be published right here in 
Chicago, we have ~ever yet been able to find it or anyone else who has. 
We arc still looki~g. 
PUBLISHES' NO TES. 
-Read the advertisement of The Voiu. It is a good p.aper, and weJ.I 
·worth the price charged for it. 
-Bond's Staff-Ruled Writing Books have been recommended by Co~· 
mittee on Course of Study of St. 'L ouis Board of Education. 
The Magazine of Art. 
The proprietors of the Magazim of A rt have much pleasure in announcing 
that its success is so continuous and gratifying as to justify ~hem in develop· 
ing the Magazine into the form which, from the commencement they had 
hoped it might uitimately reach. They therefore . beg to .announce tliat with 
the N ovember Part not only will the number of pages be still further extend-
ed, but the size of the page will be also considerably enlarged, and the gen. ' 
eral character of the Magazine so far improved as to more than justify, it is 
believed, the increased price (40 cents) at which it will be published. ' .' Full 
pan icular. will be found in the part of the Magazine of Art published Octo: 
ber 15. CASSELL, PETTER, GALPIN & Co. 
. London, Paris, and 596 Broadway, New York. 
-We have received from the Esterbrook Steel Pen Co. a copy of the • 
Pmm(ln's A rt J onrnal for September, containing a remarkably fine sped. · 
men of artislic work executed with steel pens of the Esterbrook manufacture. 
In the body of the plate are s; x brief sentences illustrating the writing pro-
duced by as many different grades of pens, as fi!lc, elastic, !pediuru, easy -: 
writing, blunt, and engrossing, represented by the Nos. 333, 12l!, 0l~8, 309. 
122, and 161 respectively. T he flouri~hing on the design, which is highly 
ornamtntal, was executed with a No. I28,. Extra fine Elaslic Pen. The di-
mensions of the plate are 10 inches x .13 inches, the original site of ilie pen 
and ink 5ketch, the work of Mr. D. T. Ames, being 22 inches x 28 inches, 
As a work of art and uhlity il is worthy of every praise. A copy of this plate 
will be mailed free to any of our subscribers on application to the Esterbrook 
Steel Pen Co .. whose W urks are in Camden, N. J., and their Office and Ware 
house at No. 26 J ohn Street, New York. 
HORSFORD'S ACID PHOSPHATE. 
in indigestion. 
DR. A, S. CARPENTER; of Keen, N. H" says: ,I It is a valuable medicine. 
I have taken it myse\( and prescribed it for my patients for. indigesti~n or , 
inervation of the digestive organs, and always with satisfactory results." 
W~ have used t~t! quesLions (Mlsons Pc.,blems) somewhat, and find them . 
a great help.-Pn n . J . M. Crow, Elmwood, Ill. 
Your paper is of the hig he. t value to me, and I cannot afford to be without 
it.-Sup't Calvin Moon, St. J OSfph COuttty, Ind. , 
Of all the papers that are br,,~ght weekly to my desk, I regard yours witlt 
the most favor * * * I only wtsh that ev:ery teacher in the county would . i 
read THE EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY. * * * Though I have labored to 'put "our 
stale f chool paper" in the hand ; of every teacher in the county, I think y,ours 
is broader and better-more comprenensive in its stope and varied i~ ·its 
contents.-Cotmiy Suptrintendent . . 
Andrews' Bazar for October 
appears as, u~ual , sparkling With good things.admirrbly adapted to the seas~n. 
If we are competent to judge, the new fall styles are very handsome. The 
proprietor C?f this favorite 'la~y's paper is active and . untiring in bringing out 
new attractlons; the splendid offt!rs he makes to hiS subscribers are reaDy ' 
wonderful, when. we consider . the low pric~, only one dollar per yeu, at-. 
which the B azar IS fuclllshed. In short, busmess energy of the right kind is 
broughl to bear in its managem.ent. La~ies should send 10 cents for a s~pre. 
copy.-W. R. ANDREWS. Publisher, Tribune BUIlding, New York. 
. The Standard Business College. . 
Young men· should know thatthe largest and best organized busi~less college 
in the cuuntry is located in Chicago. . ' 
H. B. Bryant's Chicago ~usiness College is the model training school for a " 
thorough preparatIOn for busmess. II bas a large corps of well educated and 
experienced teachers, has the best discipline of any school has the most ex~ensi~e and most elegant ro?ms, has mo~ students than a~y other school , 
of Its kmd, has all the modern Impfo\,ements ::Ind convenienes of a first-class 
institutio.n, ~as one of the finest p:lSsenger devators i1J. €hicago as a means of 
commUlllcallon with the dIfferent stories, has a patronaie as large as liny other. 
five business schools, has low tuition rates, has .excellt:nt boarding facilities 
for studel)ts ~r~m the ~ountq' ~t reasonabl~ prices, has large cir\.ulars and 
catalogues glvmg full information Ihat will be. ~ent on application free of 
charge, by""addressing H. B. Jiryant &· Son, 77,79, and 81 State Sf €hi~ao· 
Ill. . ' - ' > ."." 
'-
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THE "I.NTERNATIONAL SOCIETY." 
E. A. BARNES, Supt. of Schools, Midland City Mich. 
THE first Industrial Meeting of the teachers of the States and Canadas was held at Thousand Island Park, St. Lawrence 
river, during the week commencing Aug. 6. While the meeting 
was not a large one, it was representative of the highest type 0 r 
. thought in educational science, 
Dr. Hoose, of the Cortland Normal, N. Y., President 'of the 
Associa~ion, presented a very exhaustive paper upon School Gov-
~,rnment. He considered it necessarily a pure despotism in which 
however the teacher must be influenced by the preyailing opinions 
in the c'ommunity. The Doctor laid himself open to criticism 
by failing to assume the fact that educational science takes its 
starting point from the established facts of other sciences. The 
essayist occupied more than one-half the time allowed to the dis-
. cussion in preliminary definitions and. a treatise on government 
in general. Taken as a whole, the paper was a very able one, a 
real addition to the literature of the subject. 
9ne of the most interesting subjects before the As~ociation was 
lrimary Reading, a paper presented by "Inspector" Hughes of 
To~onto. The Inspector favored the phonetic method, as being 
~ tlie only one which placed in the hands of the learner the inde-
pendent !Ueans of his own advancement. It was objected that 
ours was not a phonetic language, and that the great variety of 
- sOllnds for the same combination rendered it impract cable. The 
IIfspector replied that a primary reading book had been prepared 
in Onta:rio, w~ich effeetually demolished the objection. No words 
, wt:re admitted whiCh were inconsistent with a phonetic method. 
The paper was severely criticised by Dr. McVicar, of Potsdalll, 
N: Y., (Principal elect of Michigan State No(mal) who defended 
the word method upon psychological grounds. The mind grasps 
things as wholes; first the ideas contained in sentences; next 
the notions suggested by the words; finally the words are ana-
lyzed into their component representatives of sound. The Doc-
tOt did not object to the phonetic analysis of words, as forming 
a p-art ot: t~e system. He was of the opini9n that much more 
was dependent upon the teacher than upon method. The power 
to rivet the attention was a personal gift" possessed in very dif-
ferent d~grees by different individuals. 
I~ all the diScussions, the clear and logical habit of thinking 
of Dr. Me Vicar was apparent to everyone. Every time he rose 
to make a point, he stood an intellectual giant, conscious of his 
own strength, and most ably defended himself from any attack 
upon his position . Michigan especially and the entire North-
WeStare to be congratulated upon his accession to the ranks of its 
educators. 
The object of the meeting was to assist in the formation of a 
body of educational doctrine. Each essayist presented a printed 
syn0psis of the leading points of his paper to assist those who de-
sired -to take part in the discussions. By the By-Laws of the 
AssoCiation ~he essayists were subject to interrupti~)) at every 
point of presentation. Each paper was therefore severely criti-
, cised that it might present not ,simply the views of 'the essayist, ' 
. but of the ASsqciation. The printed report of the proceedings 
may Le obtained from Dr: Hoose, of Cortland,' N. Y. 
The selection of Thousand Island Park for an International 
Assot::iation is a mo~t admirable ene. Far removed from dust, 
,and even in m0s~ sultry weather tempered by the ma:jestic river, 
it.furnishes everything in the way of physical comfort. Wellesly 
-Island, upon which the Park is situated, is fitted up in mqch the 
same style as the camping grounds at Chautauqua Lake. Taste-
ful cottages line the southwestern extremity of the island and a 
large pavillion at the end of one of the avenues is nicely fitted 
for the scientific and religious exercises. ' ' 
THE WORLD. 
N EWS RECORD CLOSING MONDAY, OCTOBER 4, 1880 • 
-A Chinaman has entered the freshman cl ass at Harvat d University. 
-The journalists of , St. Petersburg have been warned against any furtber 
discussion of the proposition for a national consti tution, 
-A government commissioner, sent to Bruges, Belgium, to carry out the 
school law , was atta'cked by peasants, who were in turn fired on by the mili-
tary. 
-Mexico shows unmistakable signs of prosperity. The customs receipts at 
Vera Cru z for eleven months show an increase of $1,000,000 over the eleven 
corresponding months of the previous year. Tbis is an excellent showing. . 
-A disease is prevailing among the horses of eastern cities resembling the 
epizootic of eigbt years ago. Only one case has yet been detected in Chicago. 
\ -A submarine volcano bas been discovered by Commander Huntington, 
of the United States steamer Alert, III the Pacific ocean, south of Fortsizio , 
and Bovin Islands, near the island of San Alessandro. 
-According to the Richmond .Daily .Dt·spatch, the official census returns of 
Virginia giv\! that state a population of 1,509,335, being an increase over the 
population in 1870; of 284,172, or about 23 per cent. 
, -Cable dispatches report that the Russian press is filled with reports of 
destitution and death in all parts of the interior of tbe empire, and that the 
granaries at Taganrog are be!ng rapidly emptied to supply the suffering dis" 
tricts. 
-Mr. Parnell was entertained by his Cork 'constituents, Sunday. A grand 
. banquet was given in his honor, and speeches, toasts, music, banners, etc., 
were some of the features of the occasion. He addressed a ma~ s meeting 
in the afternoon, and reviewed a procession of Land Leaguers. 
-"Tom Huges at Rugby" wa.' literally exemplified Oct. 5, by the formal 
inauguration of the enterprise for planting a colony at Rugby, East Tennes-
see, on the line of the Cincinnati Southern Railway, 220 miles south of Cin-
cinnati. Mr. Hughes, who has organized and . executed the plans for this 
colony, made an address of much general interest. 
-Dulcigno is still Dulcigno, though reports .once had it destroyed by the 
Albanians. And it is still in the hands of the Albanians, though the Porte, 
now promises to use his infut.ence to induce them to surrender. Many other 
promises have also been made by the Porte, conditioned upon the abandon-
ment of the naval demonstrction, but the-Powers will not be likely to regard 
them. 
-Ex-Queen Isabella, who has for several years been an exile from Spaiu, 
but who has recently returned to that country in order to participate in the 
fe.ltivities attendant on the christening of the Royal baby, wil! probabfy re, 
main there. Her children are anxious that she shall do so, and it is supposed 
that she has no serious objections to comply with their '<Yishes, 
- The cerem'ony of unveiling the statue of Robert Burns took place,in Central 
Park, Saturday afternoon. 'Several Caledonian societies from New York, 
Philadelphia, Roston, Brooklyn, and Hudson county, New Jersey, were 
present. George William Curtis del ivered a feeling and gra,ceful oration, 
which moved many listeners to teal's. ' The music consisted of Scottish airS, 
and the ceremonies were appropriately ended by the whole company singing 
"Auld Lang Syne." The statue of the Ayrshire Plowman is placed directly 
opposite that of Sir Walter Scott. ' 
. -Mr. O. P. Kinsey, of Lebanon, Ohio, has purchased' a half interest in the 
educational institution located at Valparaiso, Ind., and called the Northern 
Indiana Normal School. This school was organized in September, 1873, 
with 35 siudents in attendance. Three teachers were employed. The total 
enrollment the first term was 61 ; the second' term, 9!; the third term, 172 ' ' 
The second year opened with about 290 students in attendance. At the close 
of the year the enrollment was over 600. New buildings have been erected 
. from time to time to keep up with the increasing attendsnce. At the opening 
• of the third yeat the attendance was up~ards of 400, and by the close of the 
year 'the enrollment had reached 1;000. Twenty.three teachers are now e~: 
ployed; , there are fifteen different departments, and more , tha/l 100 d~ily 
recitations. 
· ,-
" . 
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JRE COLLEGES. 
WOOSTER UNIVERSlTY.-The ltev. Dr. Thomas S. Childs, of Hartford, Notes. 
Conn., has accepted a'Professorship in the Presbyterian University at Wooster, -Rev. Dr. Duryea, of Boston, has been tendered the presidency of 
O. Dr. Childs takes the Chair of Mental and Moral Science. Williams College. 
CARLETON COLLEGE.-H. C. Houghton, publisher, of Bostou, ?lbss., has -F. W. Wilson, principal of the Chillicothe, Mo. high school, died 
lIe was a noble man, a superiorteachen donated Carleton College a fine collection of the works of Carlyle, Bryant, Thursday, Sept. 23, of Tonsilites. 
Longfellow, Joseph Cook, and others. aeu a Christian', 
NAPA COLLEGE, CAL., opened with a larger number of students of a higher -M. Jules Ferry has just appointed a woman, Mlle. Juliette Dodu, who, 
average glade, than in any preceding year. The list number.s over 100. received the ribbon of the Legion of Honor for noble conduct during tbe 
NEW ORLEANS UNIVERSITY opened Sept. 20. Prof. Failor remains in late war, to tbe inspectorship of all the schools of France which have children 
ch~rge. 'Two additional competent intstructors have been added to the fac· under six years of age. 
ulty, Prof. T. "V. Lincoln, who for some time has taught in Wiley Univer· -Prof. C. A. Young, of Princeton, a trustee of Mt. Holyoke Seminary, ~as 
sity, has been selected to take charge of the Theological Department, and had $ 10,000 placed in his hands by a liberal gentleman, for the purpose of 
Miss Martha Kilgrove, of New Orleans, has been chosen Preceptress. building an observatory with all modern improvements for the latter institution . 
AMHERST COLLEGE.-Amherst opened Sept. 9, with a smaller number of -Prof. W. T. Harris, whose name has become so familiar in cqnnection 
OLIVET COLLEGE.~The fall term opened lastwee'ek. All the old members of with the Concord School of l'hilosophy, has been appointed by President , 
the faculty remain, and their ranks are strengthened by the addition of Rev. Hayes to represent this c'luntryat the coming International Eleemosynary 
Joseph Estabrook, formerly principal of the State Normal School at Ypsilanh. Congress in Europe, Mr. F. B. Sanborn declining the appointment. Mr. 
His time will be devoted wholly to the Normal Department. A new labora· Harris, who is to make Concord his home, did a remarkable educational 
tory, museum, and gymnasium are to be erected. work in St. Louis as superintendent of schools. 
incoming 'students than usual. -President Angell, of Michigan University, United States Minister to 
-The Rev. Dr. E. Cook has been re·elected President of C/(ljli11 Utiiv~1'· China, is on his return to this country., Messrs. Swift and Prescott, the two 
slty, South Carolina, for a term'of five years. He is doing a grand work. commissioners who accompanied him there to negotiate a treaty. have 
-It has just been ascertained that the name of the Cleveland gentleman remained. The causes of President Angell's return ~e confidential, and are 
who will give $500,000 to the Western R~st1'Ve College, if moved to Cleve· supposed to relate to difllculti es that have prevented the consummation of th~ 
land" is Amasa S'tone. At a meeting of the trustees the other day it was treaty. 
practically decided to move the institution there, and to change the name to -Prof. Simon N ewcomb, of the committee 1rom the Association for the 
the Western Reserve University. Advancement of Science, to argue the practicability of tmnsferring the Sig-
-Mr. Seney offers $ 50,000 more to Wesleyan U1liv~1'sit;I,Middletown, if the nal Service to ' the coast survey, or the SmithsonG,n Institute, or at least plac. 
friends of the institution will raise $ 100,000 by the next commencement. ing a scientific man instead of a soldier at its head, has prepared an elaborate' 
argument on the subject, which will be presented to President Hayes upon 
COMMON SENSE IN T EACHI NG. -School Committees would summarily his return from California. 
dismiss the teacher who should have the good sense ~nd courage to spend -Prof. F. L. Patton, of the Presbyterian Theological Seminary at Chicago, 
three days of each weeK, with her pupils, in the fields and woods, teaching pastor of the -Jefferson Park Presbyterian Church, and assistant editor of the 
them the names, peculiarities, and uses of rocks, trees, plants, and flowers h.t"£o1', has accepted th'! tender of a professorsbip in Princeton Theological 
and tbe beautiful story of the animals, birds, and insects, which fill tbe world Seminary. Professor Patten is one of the foremost of American theologians. 
with life and beauty. They will applaud her for continuing to perpetrate and is steadily growing in power aud influence, both at home and abroad. 
that undefended and indefensible outrage upon the laws of physical and -Prof. Forbes, of the Natural History Laboratory at Normal, has lately 
intellectual life, which keeps a little child sitting in silence, in a vam attempt been engaged in an entirely novel kind of research-that of determining·the 
to hold his mind to the words of a printed page for six hours in a day. Herod: food of certain insects of especial interest, by examining the contents of their 
was merciful, for ;,e finished his slaughter of the innocents in one day; but stomachs and intestines: Several kinds of predacious insects, which hav~ 
this practice ' kills by the savagery of slow torture. And what is the child hitherto been supposed to live entirely upon other insects, have thus helm 
directed to study? Besides the mass of wl)rds and sentences which he is discovered to live principally upon vegetable food. The various kinds of 
compelled to memorize, not one syllable of which he nnderstands, at eight or ,'lad}'·bugs," for example;he finds eating a few plant lice, the fragments of 
ten years of age he is set to work on Engli~h Grammar-one of the most which are still recognizable in the stomach of the beetle, but feeding chiefly 
complex, intricate, and metaphysical of studies, requiring a mind of much ·upon pollen and eVt!n upon the vegetable molds (fungi) ~hich co,!:er decaying ' 
muscle and discipline to master it. Thus are squandered-nay, far worse substances. Many of the predacious ground beetles fBed on the flowers" 
;han squandered-those thrice precious years, when the child is all ear and rootlets, and other soft parts of grass and other plants. ,The damage done by 
eye, when its eager spirit; with insatiable curiou. ity, hungers and thirsts to these beetles in this way is trifling, and Mr. Forbes considers this vegetable. 
know the why of the world and its wonderful furniture. We silence its eating habit of great advantage to these very useful insects, and consequently ' 
sweet clamor, by cramming its hungry mind with words, words-empty, of value to man, as it enables these predacious beetles t~ live when ·animal 
meaningless words. It asks for bread, and we give it a stone. It is to me a food is scarce. Greater numbers of them are therefore maintained than wou·ld 
perpetual wonder that any child's love of knowledge survives the outrages of be possible if they lived on animal food alone. Among the curiosities of 
the ~chool·house. It would be foreign to my present purpose to consider this investigation are the parasites of insects taken from their intestines, of 
farther the subject of primary education-but it is worthy' your profoundest which Mr. Forbes recently showed us several microscopic slides.-Blooming-
thought, for "out of it are the issues 01 life." That man will be.a benefactor ton Patztagraph . . 
of his race, who shall teach us how ' to manage rightly the first years of a -Mr. T. C. Evans, of Boston, has for sveral years sent to the WEEKLY 
ch}ld's education.-Gm . Garfield. occnsional advertisements of a first class character. For a score or more 'of ' 
years he has , made it his business to ' place respectable advertisements in fil'lit 
.-"1 say, ma'am," said a man on a country road, "did YOll see a bicycle class papers, and his long experience has emminently qualified him to do the 
pass here just now ?" "No, I didn't see no kind of sickle, mister; bnt just . very best of service for his patrons. From Boston papers we learn that Mr. y 
now I seed a wagon.wheel runnin' away with a man. You kin believe it or Evans has recently removed his office from 252 Washington street to the new 
no. I wouldn't if I hadn't seed it myself." Tremont Temple, where his facilities for doing an extensive business are i . 
_ The reason why sOlile' men get'along so slowly in this world is , Ii.ecause ' ' greatly enlarged and much improved. Being in the center of business he is 
they sp~nd two·thirds of their time talking about what they are going to do, now prepared to prosecute promptly and satisfactorily all departments of his 
and during the other third they have to sleep. ' . increasing business to the entire satisfaction of his patrons. 
-In'one of the Rondout churches on a recent Sunday, the supply, a min-
ister from New York, after listening to the fine ,singing of an anthem" is reo 
ported to have said: "N ow that the choir 4ave l~ad their little fun, we will 
commence the worship of God by singing the 911th hymn." 
-A Massachusetts boy about as high as the count~r Tecent~'y came into a 
ooksfore and asked for "a book for ten cents with a murder in it." 
-The Pmmanship Gattgt advertised iii the WEEKL't-tiy Prin. L. D. Har· 
vey, of Sheboygan, Wis., is said to be a valuable. help ill teaching penman-
ship. It is so jnexpensive that it will pay to order a dozen at least. ' 
-The 'new book-A T1'~atise on tnt Law of PulJlic So!too/s-an advertise~ 
ment of which appears this week, will receive editorial notice next week. If 
IS fl boolt; to be ,welcomed everywhere. 
The Educational Weekly .. 
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THE 
STUDENT'S SHAKESPEARE. 
A scholarly, philosophical, and thorough Analysis of the 
great mast", of the English tongue,b , HBNRY J. Fox, D. D. 
, This volume, embracing over Five 1 hotlsand subjects 
topically arranged, is designed to place at immediate com. 
mand every important thought which th~ greatest of English 
poets has giv~n to' the world. 
.f'RICE AN;; STYLE OF BINDING. 
Extra cloth, 
Library leather, 
Half Morocco, 
$5 .00 I Half Russia, Ex. gilt, sa·oo 
6.00 Full "or giltedg·, 100, 
7.0 0 }1'ull Russia, gilt edge, 10 00 
Sold to subscribers only, payable on delivery .without 
cost of carriage: 
. Descriptive circulars and specimen pages forwarded on 
. application, and SUbscriptions received by 
B. A. FOWLElt &; CO, Publishel'sl 
F. Hawley Street, Boston, jJIuss. 
k.liabl. :Arents wantld in every EducaliOJlai Ins/itu 
tiotl, TOftJn, City, and Stat •. 
SCHOOL AND AMATEUR DRAMAS. 
Best collection published .......... . __ . Price '5 cenls each . 
SCHOOL AND PARLOR TABLEAUX. 
A choice collection, classical and comic ... ....... _25 cents . 
FRIDAY AFTERNOON DIALOGUES. 
. , Short and spicy, for boys and girls. Two num-
SCR~Ipr~OO'lt lECi'T1'~I{jN-SERXES:-- ' --- . 25 cenls. 
- ~te.tI Freshestl Best! Two numb..,.. Per 
number. · .................. ... , •.•... • __ . __ . ~ ... . •..•.. 25 cents. 
THE COUN:rV SUP,ERINTENDENT'S QUES-
'!l10NS. . 
Just the thing for class-drill, Icviews, and examinations. 
Arithmetic, 1000 questions all.d problems ___ _ 25 cents . 
. Geography, I.COO questi.ons .. ------- •..... . . ... 25 cents. 
HOURS OF RECREATIO N. . , 
A monthly magaz:ne for teachers, students. 
and young folks, spicy, pointed and interes-
ting. Contains choice readings, dialogues, 
etc. ____ . . . ____ ......... ...•••••...... Per year, 5-;) cents. 
Full descriptive catalogue free. 
Address, T. S. DENISON, ._ 
70 Metropolitan llleck, Chicago, Ill. 
~IONTHLY REPORT CARDS. 
MONTHLY RBPORT CARDS furnished by the publishers of 
THB EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY, Chicago, :1. t Fifty ce'l1ts per 
hundred. Saruples.sent on receipt of one cent stamp. 
HYGIENIC TEXT-BOOKS. 
School and IndustrJal Hygiene. By D. F . LI~CO'-N, 
~. I) .~ of Boston, Mass. Being tbe concluding volume 
of~he :;:,eries of AMERICAN HEALTH PRIM t. RS. Now rea ..Jy . 
Prlce, SO cents. 
W1180n'8 Domestic Hygiene. A guide to Healthy Life 
and Healthy Homes. Price, SI .S~. 
Bible Hypene; or, Health Hints by a Physician. Price, 
·tkifed free- upon receipt of price. 
PRESLEY BLAKISTON, 
PUBLISHER. 'BOOKSELLBR, AND IMPORI ER, 
1012 Walnut St., PHILADELPHIA. 
AlP'HADUSTLESS CRAYONS, Clean ... White economical. ' I 'DUSTLESS ERASERS and AN' DRBWS' DUSTLESS ERASERS; sam_ ples ofbo.h by mail for '5 cenls . 
S. p.. WINCHELL & CO., Chicago. 
Vassar Oo11ege, 
_ POUGHKEEPSIE, N_ Y., 
FOR THE LmERA.L EDUCATION OF WUl\lEN 
-Examinations for entrance, Sept. J5th. Catalogues sent o. 
.applicat!on to 'IV. L. DEAN, R e gistran 
- TELE VOXOE, 
Official organ :ft1usic Teachers' National ASSOCiation, h de "'-
voted to voice culture in SINGIlOG, RBADING and SPEAKING 
teUs how to treat - . 
STUTTERING, 
Stamm~rinR' and other vocal defects; confains )elttrs fro-n 
SPBReH-SuFFERERS, biographical sketches of MUSICIANS . 
ELOC~IONJST5 and ORATORS, the history of and essays on 
MUSIC, hints on 
ELOCUTION, 
...Articlcs on SPELLING RSFORM, and translations of GaR. 
MAN ~nd FRBNCH MBTHODS ilnd writings, explains pnDciples 
and utility-of -
VISIBLE SPEECH. 
PUblisliedmonthly , J' aytar; single copy, JOC. Sendfor 
;l'o#,et,.,. Address, EDGAR S. Wb:RNER, ALBANY, N. Y. 
'X 
d! '" 2 A WEEK. $,. a day at home easily made. Costly ".I . Outfi,t' free. Address TRuR & Co , Augusta, Maine. 
_ / _OWA. COLLEGE, (iri' .... II, iowa. For catalogue 
etc., ad4resa the President, Gso.F.MAGOIIH,p.D. [cby 
-' 
ATTENTION, TEACHERS. A VALUABLE BOOK 
.Thompson's Teacher's Examiner 
. REVISED AND El\LARGED. 
For Teachers, IIl1d those Prellllring Themselves to Teacll. 
Givin,t; a J{eneral review Of the Common and 
High School Studies, in a sen'es of queslions and 
answers Thirteen branches -are treated on, viz, 
Geog"aphy, Civil Government, Grammar, History, 
Reading, PhYJiology, O,-thography, Physical Geog· 
raphy, Arithmetic, W"iting, Philosophy, Astrono-
11/)1, and American Literature. The Examiner 
consists of over 360 poges, having bun prepa,?'ed e-C-
pressly for the use of Tear/urs in ina fmg p ' epara-
tions for examinatlOll, and is a/so adapted to the use 
of Common and Hig ll Schools, for daily, weekly, 
and monthly r, views . 
I. No Teacher should be without a copy of the Examiner. 
2. It contains m:arly 5,000 questions and answers, system. 
atically arranged. . 
3 The work ' s indorsed by the best educational men of . 
the c untry. 
4. The second edit ion has already been published, and 
over 6,000 COpies !'old. 
5, .N othing like it for reviews :lnd test-work, :lnd it should 
be u~ed in every school. . 
6, If VOll 'are dreading an examination, purchase a copy 
of the Exa miner. It wil l.guide you safely through. 
7. The prh..e of the Examiner is not cxhorbitant, but. 
within Ihe re ,ch of all. 
S. It asks from two 10 five hundred of the most important 
questions on each branch of study, and an!!owers each ques-
tion that it a'sks. 
9 The Examiner is destined to have as grea t a sale as 
any scbool work yet publisl;ed. . 
10. The Teacher's Examiner will be sent to any address, 
prepaid . on receipt of price, 'I 75. Age}lts wanted, for 
which liberal premiums will be given. Send .for circular 
giving full information in regard to the work. Address 
ALBERT HENRY THOMPSON, 
DAVENPORT, IOWA 
WeHave the Best Thing Out 
FOR AGENTS. 
Frice, 50 Ctnts, Sample and complete outfit senl on re-
ceipt of 40 cents to those WHO MEAN BUSINESS and 
apply for ngency. Se nd for outfit at onct', and go to work 
in time for the fa ll r sh. 
·WILLARD M. WOOD & CO., publisher'S .gents for 
standard books, 216 E . " rashington St., Room 8, Chicago, 
lll . Drawer w . 
The School-Uoom Song Budget. 
A Collection 0/ Sonrs and Music/or Schools and Ed,,,a-
lional Calh"'illr s, Com/!iled by E. V. De Craff. 
Conduttor 0/ Teaclurs' Institutes 
, ENLARGED EDITION. 
The SONG BUDGET now contains 72 pages, 107 songs, anti 
five full·rage il1ustlattons, and is handsomely bound. Price 
15 cents; $1.50 per dozen; $w.oo p~r hundred, net. 
.Send to S. R. WINCHELL & Co., Chicago 
5 T MARJ-"S SCHOOL, Knoxvill., Illinois. A Board-ing SChool for Girls; First-class throughout ; a safe Chnstian home , with tlfe best advantages of education. 
Refercnce is made to patrons tn nearly every city in th~ 
West. Itf] C. W. ~BPPINGWBLL, D.D., Rector. 
H IGH SCHOOL DEPARTMEN:I of State Normal University. Special attention is paid to fitting young 
men for College. For years its graduates have enter-
ed Harvard, and other fjr.,t·class college!lo, without conditions. 
The English course presents rart~ opportunities to young men 
prepanng for business, or young ladies desiring a thorough 
course of s tudy . ~'or further information address E. J. James, 
Ill. D., Normal, Ill. -
OHIO CliN1RAL NORMIfL, and Kinde1'garten • Traininr School. Reorganized with full faculty . Three filII courses. one, two, and three years respect. 
Ively Incorporated under State Board of Trustees. This 
iii the only Normal School in the State having a distinct 
Professiona l Course of Study and Practice combined with 
the mest thorough academic instruction. 
Address JOHN OGDEN, Prin ., 
. Worthington O. 
Barmore's Artificial Ear Drums 
RESTORE THE HEARING an'd Perform ihe 
. :~to~r !~d~ :::.,.,.r:! ::tU:':'e~=b~"e!n 1Dsg~~~ 
verao.t.lon Bnd even Whispers hoard distinctly. We ro-
terto thOIO Ullngthom. Send for descriptive circular 
Addr... , C'ARMORE &< CO 
8. W. (Jomer6th &Race .,-Vlnewnnl.;'o. 
. My adv~rtisemmt in thl! WEEKLY pays b~tt~r 
than in any otherpapl!r.-A. C. Mason, rackson-
ville, .Ill. . 
$6-6 a week in~our own town. Terms and' '5 outfit free. 
.A.ddl'Cl!' H ·H.AlLLBTT at Co., Portland, Maine. 
.. ' 
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ORAL LESSONS IN LANGUAGE, 
For the First, S>cond, Third, and Fourth 
Years in School. 
HOW TO PREPARE THEM; 
HOW TO GIVE THEM. 
The Teac"er'. Edition (p,eparen by MRS N. L. KNOX) 
of THE ELEMENTARY LESSONS IN ENGLISH (by 
W. D . 'WHITNRY, of Yale College, and Mrs . N. L. K , ox) is 
ready. 
It di scuss", the important principle~ of Primary 
.Edu .. ation alJ(l Instruct.ion ; the Art of Qu ... tioIL-
ing; the Laws of Quc.tioning; Mcthods of Cor-
recting Oral an<I ,\Vritten Exercises, etc., etc. 
It contains matter and IIa"s for rilli"g Oral Language 
Lessons on color, /o .-m size, we!glt.t, place, animals, 
p lant.r, and common obJects. 
It inc1l1de~ the entire text of the chi1 '!ren's book (PART I. 
-HOW TO S ' E.~K AND WRITE CORREI ' TLY). and 
gives in detail methons of developing the less •• ns of the text. 
Exercises in application of the lessons . reviews, dictation 
exelcises, and home tasks, a re introduced as thoroughness 
requin e: . 
The VOCARULARY LESSONS. the chapter on LET-
T ,ER WRITI"IG. and th e METHODS FOR COMPOSI-
TION EXERCISES, will prove Invalu able to teachers in 
the upper grammar grades. Sent post.paid on receipt of 
85 cents, in stamps. 
GINN & HEATH, Publishers, 
56 State Street, Chicago. 
• ~ - ljj~ljLl~~ 
HARVEY'S PEN~IANSHIP GAUGE. 
Is the most valuable a id in teaching a syMem of penman-
shi p-ever offered to te ~ chers. h& use enables pupils to de· 
termine and fix in the mind the proper len/ttlt., slalt.t, widtlt 
anu spacing of letters. 
It lessens the teacher·s work oDc·half and makes the pu-
pils' progress more rapid. 
It has been tt:'ied in hundrt:ds of schools, and is recom· 
mended by the leading teachers of penman ... hip In the U. S. 
Sent by mail on reedIt rf price. 20 ce"t · per aoz. 82 
plr rross, Address L. D. HAltVEY, 
Sheboygan, \Vis. 
Gooa Bnsilloss for GOIllDotOllt MOll. 
Agents are making ~S to Jh s a day selling lhe "Home 
Hand Book for Domestic Hygiene and Bational Medicine"· 
the best selling popular medical work published. 5,000 copies 
sold in six weeks. The work contains 1100 ·pages, 5 00 cuts, 
and 22 full-page colored plates. Evaybody is pl t ased with 
it. A good ag~nt wanted in every county. For circulars 
and terms, address GOOD HRALTH PUB. CO., Battle Creek, 
Michigan. 
THOMPSON, BROWN & 00" 
BOS.TON. · 
PUBLISH 
Bradbury's Eaton's Eleme ntary ArithmeUc. By 
Wm. F. BRADBURY, Hopkins M.ster in Cambridge 
High School. Sent for examination on receI pt of 18 cent .' 
Bradbury's Eaton's Pr .... ctica,1 Arithmetic'. The 
Elementarjl and the Practical make a complete course 
(or Primary and Grammar schools. Sent for 40 cents. 
St.one's Hlstory...of England. By A .. P. STONE, LL. 
D., Superintennen t of Schools, Springfield', Mass. Fully 
illustrated with tr,aps and cuts. Sent, ' or-o(o eents_ 
Tile Musical Guide. By W . S. TILDEN, Musical 
Director. Designed to meet the want for a SING LE 
' BOOK in preference to .. SERIES. Sent for 30 cents. 
Words and NUmbers. A LESSON BOOK FOR P,Ri-
MAR Y SCHOOl.S. By HENRY E. SAWYER . . A new' 
departure in text, books fot primary instruction, 18 Cl nts. 
Bradbury's Algebr.l. Bradbury's Geometry and 
TrJgonomentry, and Bradbury's Trlgonomtery 
and Surveying, used with the highest success in all 
parts of the country, the Algebra and Geometry In New 
England cities alonc representing- more tha n 5-6 the city 
popul~tir ns . Algebra, 56 cents; Geometry, alone, 45 cents; 
Trigonometry, alone, 45 cents; Geometry and Trigol1o· 
mt:try~ 68 cent~ ; Trigonometry and Surveyi ng, 80 cents . 
Book-Keeping. By A. B. MESERVEY., Ph. D. Sent, 
for 50 cents. BLANKS, 7 in set, to accompany the book. 
DESCRIPTIVR CATALOG sent on alplicali"". 
-' Address THOS. H. BUSH, 
70 Metropo.i lan Block, CHIGAGO. 
MUSICAL KNOWLEDGE l\fADE EASY. Prof. I Rice's Magical In!!o tant Music t . aching Pi~no, Organ, 
and Guitar Charts, ( te., $r.oo. Most r.apid, correct system 
on earth Al:ents wanted. Save .he Adv't and send for 
Free music -.lId terms to 243 State St., Chicago, Ill. SpecIal 
offer and free lecture to earnest teac!ten, etc; 
.. 
' . 
Oct. 7, 18801 
School Teachers 
SPEOIAL L18T. 
. Noyes' D ictionary Rolder. Price, $2, $3, 
lis- With latest edition of Webster's Unabridged, $".00. 
School Exercise BooTes. Made of best man -
ila writing paper, bound in heavy rope paper covers, 
with wire staples. From 5 0 to 2 00 pages. Price from 
5 cents to 20 cent8. 
Becitation and Bep01't Ca'l'd Com-
bined. A very convenient device for handling la rge 
classes. Monthly report to parents on back of cards. 
!lot rice per 1 00, SO cents, post-paid. 
LancaMter School Mottoes. By mail, $r. ro. 
The Mason G1'aded P1'Qblems in' 
. Arithmetic. I,OCX> Problems on 1,0' 0 slip ... ot variously 
"' Colored Card Board Price, with K ey! 81 .co .. 
Acme ExaminaJion Papm' and ~ads. 
Send stamp for prices and samples. 
Wedgwood's TopicaZ Analysis. Fifty 
cents. 
Grube's Method, by Prof. Louis Soldan. 
Paper, 20 cents.; cloth, 30 cents. 
Hennl!quin's Manual of Questions on 
the French Grammar. 25 cents.- Sent for examination 
on receipt ohS cents . 
P1'ilnary Fl'iday.~. 25 cents. 
~Of!R Ways of ~OOO Teache1's.(In 
Press.) . 
Craig's Common School Question 
Book. 31500 Practical questions clearly ans-
wered,-on U . S. History, Geography, Grammar' 
Arithmeti c. R eadmg, Orthography, J'~'IJ1llansldjJ' 
Participlu and Infinitivu, Civil Government, Par-
liam~1Ctary Laws and Usages, Physiology and Anat-
omy Pnysical Geography. (The departments in ital-
ics h;'ve been added in the latest edition). 12mo. cloth, 
3tO pages. $(.50 • 
The School Boom ~ong Budget. A .col-
lection of songs and mUS1C for scho ' ls and educattonal 
gatherin~s. Compiled by :Eo V. DeGraff. 72 pages, 
107 songs. 15 cents. 
-THE-
HDUCATIONA4 WEEKLY 
PRICE, IN ADVA:NCE, 82. PER YEAR. 
. (40 Numbers.) 
TEACHERS' EDITION, 
- (Month-Iy,) 
50 CENTS PER YEAR IN ADVANCE, 
The best journals published for 'the Earnest. Progressive 
teacher or member of School Boa.rd. ~1l live questions of 
education are fea rlessly discussed In their columns. 
SPECIMEN COPIES. 10 CENTS. 
S. R. WINOHELL & 00., 
63 & 54 Washington Street, Chicago, 
Educational Publishers, Book~elle ... , and Printers. 
" Any book or other article wanted by teachers or school 
boards furnished promplly at the lowest price. - . 
INTERESTING ANNOUNCEMENT 
To Teachers. Students, Olerks, 
AND OTHERS. 
You can have thorou~h instruction by mail in any branch 
within the Common and High School Cou rses, including 
Bookkeeping and Science. 
This offer is n9t intended for tbose who can attend good 
_ Icoo1s, but for th9se shut out from these privileges ond 
obliged to climb alone. 
Success guaranteed. Process scientific. Work inter-
esllng. Address 
W. H, MILLEB, 
BUNKER JULL, m. 
J!'or Sale' or Exchange? A large Magic Lanter~ 
Cost .~o. CII _\S. J. WARD, Horseheads, Chemung: Co 
N_York. ' • 
The Educational Weekly. 
FIRST YEARS 
IN 
SQNC--LAND 
. FOR 
. Day S~ho~ Is anu JuvBnilB GlasSBS. 
BY GEORGE F. ROOT. 
A well ordcre-t, interesting and carefully graded course of 
elementary lessons, and a generous ~upply of good attractive 
SONGS F~r s'r.:t~tiOOtNotation. R ecitation, Special Occasions, 
IN EVERY DEP ARTI\IENT 
"First Years in Song-Land" 
Is fa r in advance of any ofits predecessors, and outstrips all 
competitors. 216 pages in beautiful style. 
Be sure to examine "FffiST YEARS-IN SONG 
LAND" before you select a book for the fall and 
winter session. 
Price 50 c. by mail; $5 ·00 per doz. by express, 
Specimen pages now ready and sent free on application. 
JOHN CHUBCH & CO.,-
66 West Fourth St., I 5 Union Square, 
CINCINNATI, O. ' Naw YORK 
30 DAYS TRIAL ALLOWED 
BRYAN'S 
~t· (tCTRIC · BELT:· 
.Fon UtBU[NQ 'tHE B UHA.N ORGA.NISM WITH 
NEW LIFE, HEALTH and STRENGTH. 
-----~ Self-Curative ~or Nervous, Chromo ADd Orgame Dlaeam • 
.J.pproved and recommended by tM MOlt Eminent 
Authority, and endorsed by Convincing 
Testimony of th08e who have used tMm • 
"WITHOUT MEDICINES 
Tiley effectually cure all tho.. dtrangem",," aMnII 
from a lou of Vital Force, IUCh IU 
Nervous Debl11ty and Exhanstion, Dyspepsia, Ep/ .. 
1el'"Y, Kiliney Complaillts, Impotency, Hysteria, 
Spermatort'hCR, U., er Complaints, Nervoll8llels. 
Oene".1 III HMlth, Wasting AlV.Y or Decline, 
Urlnilry Diseases, Lllmbago, Neuralgia, 
" Costlvenessl . Organic "ealrness, Spinal 
'froubles, ~'emRle D1sordel1l, Heart Dis· 
ease, T,ung Disease. Paralysis, Phya1. 
cal Incapacity, and Prostration, 
Melancholla aod llraln TroDble~ 
Muscular Weakness, Loss of 
Power, and Premature D~ay, 
1\ nd are especially adapted for reouperatlng the 
Organism when iriJnred by Imprudence, Sickness, 
or Old Age. -
.'TM Ettctro-Magnetic Curr""t if evolved'without the 
a,d of Vinegar or Acidt, by the heat and moiItur. of 
th. body, The Current " contin""", and without 
shock. , and the Bell. and Appliancu · mall b. worn 
constantly without trouble or prtparatitm; and with 
;>erfect comfort and privacy. 
D'~POT, 2 BOND ST., N. V. 
Send stamp for pamphlet. H. M. MALOY. 
I L£/NOI:' S7ATE NORMAL UNIVERSITY: fo the special preparation of teachers. The full cOUl~e 0 
study requires three years. Tuition rru to those who 
pledge themselves to teach m the state' to others '30 per 
year. HiI''' Sc"ool Depart .... "t offers the best ad~antages 
for prepanog for college or for business. Tuition, '30 per · 
year. Gram ... ar Sc"ool D.partmnot funushes excellen 
laeltities for obtaining a good , practical e jucatlon. TUltio':r 
"125 per year. Primary Department , a charming place for 
the "litlle. folks ." Term \legin. March 8,1880, FOl:particu-
•• an adchess EdWIn C. Hewett, P~iilODt,Normal, 1II. tf \ 
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T::a::: E -
CHICKERING 
PIANO, -
TIm VICTOR ~A~~~r~WI9ytT~'RE~ fVJ.~~ / UB the ACKNOWLEDGED STAND_ 
ARD of the WORLD-being copIed not only by the makers 
of this country, but of Europe-will 64 off .. ·.t;t during' tlu 
jr~sent conditions o/trade at 
Greatly R edugell P1'ices. 
THE HIGHEST AW ARDS ~e{:e~~i 
'Vorl<l's Fair in London, 185 1 ; at the Great Expo-
sition in Paris. 1867 ; at the International Exposi-
tion in Chill, 1875; and at the grand CENTEN:NIAL 
EXHmITION iu PWladelphia, 1876. 
All persons Wishing to purchase (or ~:ta",in~) instl1l-
mcnts are respectfully invited to Visit our Warerooms. 
G~ICKERING & SONS, 
CHICKERING HALL, 
FIFTH AVENUE, cor. 18th-street, 
NEW YORK CITY. 
!!!! Only Remedy 
That Acts at the Same Time on 
Liver, The Bowels and The 
Tkt8 combined action 'IJI)nro ... n,l 
power to 
liquid 
In respontIO to the urgent requeeta of peat 
numbers of people who preflIJ' to ~ a 
KI~nerWort ~ prepared, tile pr0-
prietors ofthia celebrated remedy now pre-
pa.reltlnUquidform as well sa dry, It Ia 
very concentrated, Ia put up In large bottlea, 
.and ls·eqWlll¥ elIlcI.ent 08 that put up dry In 
tin cans. It saves tile neoesa1liY ofpreparlng, 
laal~ready, and Is more e8a1lytakenby 
l"""tpeople. Prlce;n perbott1e. 
LIQUID.Alm DlI.Y BOLD l!Y DlI.UGGJB!Bo 
WELLS, RICHARDSON'" CO., Prop'ra, 
A V~ 
JAMES P. SC01.'T'S JEWELRY. 
Watcbe .. ndOJooD. ,lpat .. ODIallJllllllf'dle. CihlaI&v. 
" 
Text Books. 
Choice, Readings~ 
By Prof, i~, C. C UMN OCK. Price, Sr .75 . 
If It seems to me one of the fe w thoroughly 5atisfactory 
books in its line. I know of no classi tied collec tIon of read-
ings at all to be compa red with it."- Pro/. Rockwood, State 
Normal School, Wisc(J1/sitt. 
Primer of Political ECOliomy. 
A, B. MASI)'N and], J. LALOR. Price 60 cts. 
"'Ve have given it a pretty thorough examil1ation, nnd in 
our judgment, it is better adapted for the lise of the youth ot 
our public schools than any other work on the subj ect tha t 
we can call to mind."-G.lzette. Clnci1J.l1ati. 
Animal Analysis. 
By Prof. ELLIOTT WHIPPLE, Price, 75 cis, 
tlAn excellent book for the young student begi nning zool-
ogy. It sys temati zes observa tion a nd directs attention to the 
important cha racters upon which classification depends."-
PT'Csidtlft lJfa1'cy, No'rtltwesterll U#i'llirsity. 
~lanuat of tbe Vel'tebl'a~es. 
By Prof. D. S JORDAN. Price, '2.50. 
" Dr. Jordan has embodied in tbjs work the latest results 
of zoological science, and we know of no similar book which 
contains so much and so reliable information sui ted to the 
special wants of s tudents in the field 0" class.room."-Nnu 
Enrland Journal 0/ Education. 
COOD READ,INC. 
Life of Benedict ArnOld. 
His P atriotism and his Treason. By H on, r. N. Arnold. 
Crown 8vo, gilt top. Price,S.. 50. 
"Of great merit and his torical value. It can be read with 
interest and profit" for wha t It tells of a penod which is fas 
fading out of knowledge. "-Express, New York . 
Motives of Life. 
By Prof. DAVID SWING. Price, $1.00. 
"Prof. SWing writes with the simplicity, the earnestness, 
and the honesty -rhich comes of a sincere devotion to all tha t 
is best, nod noblest, and purest in life and character;"-
Ev,,,111K Post, New York. 
Ingersoll and Moses . . 
. By Rev. SAMUEL 1 VE5 CURTISS, U . D Price, $"'5 
"The book is characterized by ripe scholarship and g reat 
fairness and courtesy in argument. lt is the strongest argu-
ment y~t made against the sophistrieS which have been so 
widely advertised during the past few years, mainly through 
thc lectures of Col. Ingersoll." - 11/e/"ttr-Ocean . . 
Short History of' France. 
For Young People. Ry Miss KIRKLAND. Price, $1.SO. 
"The narrative is not dry ou a single page, and the little 
history may be commended as the best of its kind tha,t has 
yet nppeared ,"-Bulltti1l , PMladeljlu'a. 
Belle and ' the Boys. 
A Now Juvenile. By Mrs , c. F. CORBIN. Price, S1.25. 
"It seelllS iust tho boOk to be app.edated by fair, sweet 
yonng girls, and brave, manly boys, l:landsomely printed 
alld illustrated, it is one of the prettiestjuvenilc books of the 
yearY-Aut . .Book#ellIlY. N. Y. 
Tales of Ancient Greece. 
By the Rev. 'Sir G. W. Cox, Bart, M. A. Price, 81.60. 
"The grace with which these ohl tales of the Inythology ' 
are retalel maltes them as encha'!ting to the young as familiar 
fairy tales, or the Ambian Nights."-Publi,'ur.' Wed,,,,. 
~Sold by.aU booksellers, or sent by mail, past~aid, an 
receipt a(pricc by the p,ubllshers, 
< ,_ , J~ns.en, McUlurg & UO., 
11'1 and 11.9 State Street, (Jh,icago, 
I ' • 
The Educational , Weekl:y_ 
N e r v <> 'U s D~ b iii t Y 
UUl'ed Without ~Ie(licines. 
Our Special Galvanic . Appliall()~8 re~ch at once 
the se:1t of disease, nnd their Electro ~Galv3n1c action 15 
UpOII the cent e of the NERVOU~, MUSCULAR, and 
GENERATIVE SY S.TEMS, 
SPEEDLY RESTORES THE 
VITAL FOB.OES, 
i"OSl' lIfANHOOlJ, ' 
And curing the worst cases of , Seminal Weakness. Exhaus· 
tion, Impotency, and all Dlseas~ and 'Veakuess o~ the 
U~OlfNn~~Etf'~~'ffering from early indiscreti .. m lack nerve 
force anu fail to attain strength . lI11DDLE·AGED MEN 
oft en lack vigor. While OLD M EN a ttri bute tlleir loss of 
energy and vitaht y to the natural prosre~s of age 
and decay. T o one and all we can say that nature ~erclt 
wants aid N A T~RAL aid. which ou r a apphances 
give ' WITi-ro U T DRUGGING THE STOil'fAC.H. We 
guarrnntec a cure in every c .- sc short of struc~ural de~ 
generation. Special lIIus trated pamphlet sent JJ1 seale;d 
envelope OIl receipt of 6 ct:nts postage. Consultation free. 
Office hours, 9 A M. to 5 P. M , , . 
WOl\lEN 5uffc.. Tlng fr..,m an)' weakness peculiar to their 
!'cx should semi for our fiipe cl .1 1 circular explaining our im· 
improved electrical Ovarjan SnPI,ortel's, etc. 
AMERICAN GALVANIC CO., 
134 ]\(a,Uson St., Chlc.Lgo, Ill., Rooms 1 &; 2 
FOR 
ElAMIN ATION PURPOSES 
USE THE 
Acme Papers. 
They are acknowledged by all teachers usi ng them, to be 
by fa r the best p,apers in the market (or general school pur· 
poses. . 
. They are put up in very attractive stylc, and cost less than 
aMY othcr paper of equally ~ood writing qU:llity and are as 
well' adapted to pen or pencIl. ' 
They ale much s trongcr than any ether low price paper, 
and do not break or crack with use. 
AND WHAT IS OF THE 
GBEATES1' :J.MPOB~'ANCE 
they do not tire the Eye as whitc papers do, especially on 
night work, thus. in a great degree (when generally used) 
ttnding to prevent th.e failing of the ~yesight, that is so .pre. 
valent among Amen can school "children, nnd profeSSional 
persons. 
SPECIAL ATT£NTION PA:lD TO !;UPPLYING 
PAPER FOR EXAMI!'. ATIONl:;, IN 
CAP, LETl'E.R, AND OTHER 
SIZES, 
with or without prjnted heads, either bound in pads, or 
f ablets, or wra pped, 
Samples will be sent_by mail 011 "pplication. 
8, R. WINOHELL & 00., 
G3. &; G5 Washington St" CWcago. 
ROHRER'S BOOK-KEEPING. 
Primary,.. .. .. ...... . _ 5<> I 'the five books sent to teach , 
Common School, ... .. ". 1>.50 en; for examination lor $3.<0 
Countlng-HoUSj:, .. .. .. " 3.DO but only in reply to request~ 
Lectun:sl _I.CC. Key •...• .oo accompanied by the money. 
Special terms far introduction. 
cpul W . J. GILBERT, Publisher, St. Louis, Mo; 
PLA. IS Tableaux, Dialogues, RecitatIons Colored 
,Fire, Wigs, Moustaches, etc. cai;{oguessent 
- by HAPPY HOURS CO., NO.5 Beekman St., N. Y. 
T:J3:E 
Chzcago &-Northwestern 
RAILWAY 
Is the OLDEST! BEST CONSTRUCTED I : BEST 
EQUIPPED! and hence the 
Leading Railway of the West 
and Northwest. 
It embraces under one Management 
2,380 . MILES OF ROAD, 
and (orms the following Trunk Lines: 
"Chicago, Council Bluffs & .California Line,'i. 
"Chicago, Sioux City & Yankton Line," 
"Chicago. Clinton, ' Dubuque & La Crosse Line,' 
"Cbicago, Freeport & Dubuque Line," 
"Chicago, La Crosse, Winona & Minnesota Line, -
"Chicago, St. Paul & Minneapolis Line," 
"Chicago, Milwaukee & Lake Superior Line," 
, "Chicago, Green Bay & Lake SlJperior Line." 
-ITS-
Uouncil Bluff's, Denver and Uali-
fornia Line 
I, the Best ROllre between ' CHICAGO and all points .n 
iOWA, DAKOTA, NEBRASKA, WYOMING, COLOR-
ADO, UTAH, NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, OREGON, 
CHINA, JAPAN and AUSTRALIA. Its 
st. Paul and Minneapolis Line 
Is the Best Line betwee n CICAGO and all points in 
NORTWESTERN WISCONSIN and MINNESOTA, 
and for MADISON, ST. PAUL, MINNEAPOLIS, DU- • 
LUT, and all points in the Great Northwes t. lis 
La Urosse and Minnesota ' Line ' 
Is the Best Route between CHICAGO and LA CROSSE, 
" INONA ROCHESTER, OWATONNA, MANKATO, 
.:iT. PETER, NEW UL <',and all poinL' in CENTRAL 
MINNESOTA and DAKOTA. lis 
Green Bay and Ilarquette Line 
Is the Onl)! Line betweou CHICAGO and JANESVILLE 
WATER'lOWN, FOND DU LAC, NEENAH, MEN 
ASHA, OSHKOSH GREEN BAY, MARQUETTE 
HOUGHTON, HANCOCK, and lhe LAKE SUl>ERIOR 
COUNTRY· It.\. , 
Fl'eepol't and Dubuque Line 
Is the Only Route botwecn CHICAGO and ELGIN, 
. ROCKFORD, FREEPURT, and a ll points via Freeport. 
Its 
Uhicago and Milwaukee Line 
Is the old L~kc Shore Route between CHICAGO and 
HIGHLAND P~RK WAUKEGAN RACINE, KEN-
OSHA and MILWAUkEE ... and the ' Best Route to SHE-
BOYGAN, MANITWOC, liREEN LAKE and RIPON. 
It is the Only Road in the West running Pullman Hotel 
Cars between Chicago and Council Bluffs. 
Bear in mind no other road runs Pullman Hotel Cars, or 
any other form of Hotel Cars THROUGH between Chicago 
and the. Missouri River. All Ticket ' Agenls can sell you 
T)lrough Tickets by thiS Route. 
It is the Only Road runmng Pullman Sleeping Cars eithe· 
way between Chicago and St. Paul, or any point north 0 
Chicago, , 
New York Ollice, 415 Broadway. Boston Ollice, 5 State 
Street. Omaha Office, 1324 Farnam Street. San Francisco 
Office, 2 New 'Montgomery Strcet. Chicago Ticket Offices 
6. Clark Street, under Sherman House; 75 Canal, cor. Mad-
ison Street; 59 State, cor. Randolph Strect; Palmer House; 
Grand Pacific Hotel; Kinzie Street Depot, cor. West Kin2ie 
and Canal Stree .. ; Wells Street Depot, cor. Wells and Kin- ' 
zie Streels. . . 
For lIlformation, folders, maps. etc., not obL;ainable at 
Home Ticket Office, address any agent of the Company, or 
MARVIN HUGHITT, W. H. STENNETT, 
Gen'l Manager, Chicago. Gen'l Pass. Ag't, Chicago 
WANTED TEACHEES. 
TO CANVASS F OR TUB 
BIBLE FOR THE YOUNG ~~~~~~~i~eti'::~ 
Every fan,.ilx will havethis.work. THEFINESTBOqX-
FOR THE HOLIDAYS. ' Address for circulars and 
special terms. 11>= J ' H. CHAMBERS'& CO." 
. 30S Locust St., St. Loui., M 
" 
